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Les Aspin to Spend
Week·at -Lawrence

Sage Residents Surprised
By ~ Real Fire Alarm Test

by Gary J. Richardson
mold was left burning on a trunk
Sunday at approximately 6:00
in the room. The clay mold burst,
_ILUN)-Rep. Les Aspin <Dp.m. the fire alarm in Sage Hall
sending the melted wax on to a
W1S.) will spend five days in
was test-ed, as usual. There were cloth covering the trunk. The
Feb~ at Lawrence it was
the usual moans and groans from
cloth caught fire . The fire then
ann
Sunday . During his
the usual residents as they were
gutted the trunk and spread to a
~~-on. the ~ppleton campus,
forced to listen to the usually
wall and to an antique juke box .
: ....111 will deliver three public
headache-inducing sound of the
Within minutes the fire was
~~ two on the subject of
alarm .
discovered
and quickly was put
~ and the control of the
About 10 :45 this dry run
out , but there was a great deal of
!11tary,· and one on the energy
became
real
life
when
there
was
smoke on the second floor . As the
C1'iS18• .
a small fire in a room on the . fire was being extinguished , the
Aspin,
I.I
second-term
second floor of the dorm .
alarm was sounded, and the
~ess!"an from Racine
The fire started and ended in
building evacuated, sending the
the room of Vic Scavarda , a
F. ly, Will be-at Lawrence irom
dorm residents into the cold
.senior . Scavarda, the dorm
11 to 15. In addition to his
weather. Many of them had been
president,said that as far as could
ri c lectures, he will lead
asleep or were preparing to do so.
be determined, the fire began
:tuvate seminars for Lawrence
They stood clad in robes ,
dents. and faculty members.
when a candle enlosed in a clay
nightgowns and hair curlers as
WJSConsin Democrat who
they waited for the fire departCongressman Les Aspin
haThe
s
been·
'
excess· an outspoken critic of
ment to arrive . Upon their
d I' tve defense spending will
arrival the firemen -cleared the
~::rr first section of hi~ twosmoke from the dorm .
contr:i of e on C~~gress and the
Scavarda ·said that it was hard
Feb
the m1Ittary Monday,
to estimate the damage. He said
11
·clud~ th ~t 4 p.m. He will conthat the Housing Department of
12, at e ecture Tuesday; Feb.
. the university was charging him
8
Wedn p.m.
portunity for the school to rethink campus independent study $130 for damage to· the walls . He
by Cathy Boggs
SPeako esday, Fe~ ..13, Aspin will
With the energy crisis an im- its approach to the curriculum . projects) to a semester system added that there was some
....: , n the subject of the energy
President Smith pointed out (in which students would carry clothing in the trunk that was
portant factor , work is presently
~..8IS at 8
lectur
p.m. All the public continuing on the creation of a that the school has a reserve of oil 7 1h credits per term).
ruined, as well as the trunk itself.
Mark Dintenfass , associate
Riverv': 8 Wtll take place in calendar for the 1974-5 school large enough to fully supplement
The most valuable item damaged
Will be ~Lounge. No admission year : The Committee on In- any minor cutback in fuel professor of english, has offered a in the fire , according to
The;_ rged,
struction met to discuss the allotments next year . While he proposal for better utilizing the Scavarda, was the juke box
strang Year,oJd Democrat is no question Thursday afternoon , but would prefer that the calendar present trimester system. He felt which he said was an antique that
havin:r ~ college campuses, the final decision will not be remain the same as the one now that instead of structuring all dated back to the 1930's. As far as
Professor eenf an assistant made until the entire faculty employed , he stressed that a courses to fit a ten week term , a where he would go from here, he
contingency plan should be teacher should have the option of said that there was no way he
~
o economics at meets on February 22.
Last falltte during 1969 and 1970.
Many faculty members feel drawn up in case the situation running intensive 5-week or in- could replace the jukebox, or
depth 15-week courses if the · some of the clothes lost in the
lJniversi'tybe spent a week at Yale that the energy crisis will not greatly worsens .
Besides the three alternatives material so demands . Each
fire . Scavarda also added, "I
sractuatecl ,1from which he had become as severe as projected
don't know how I am going to pay
A Rb n 1960.
and that Lawrence need not listed in the Lawrentian last course would carry one credit,
with a total of 36 credits Mr . Haynes."
~V~~odes Scholar, As pin drastically change its calen_d ar week, proposed energy-eonscious remaining
for
niasterJs degree from because of it. Others thmk, calendars have ranged from a 4- graduation. necessary
1-4
system
(in
which
the
month
of
Yti'sity in England however, that the present unI, economics from certain situation offers an OJ>- January would be used for off-

p::u

t

the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology .
The congressman worked on
the staff of Sen . William Proxmire <D-Wis.) in 1960 and was the
campaign director in Proxmire's
re-election campaign in 1964. In
1963, he served as staff assistant
-to Walter Heller, then chairman
of President Kennedy 's Council
of Economic Advisers.
While serving in the Army from
1966 to 1968, Aspin was economic
adviser in the office of Secretary
of Defense Robert McNamara .
After being·defeated in a bid for
the post of Wisconsin state
treastTFer , he
taught
at
Marquette until he was elected in
1970 as the representative from
the First Congressional District
in Southeastern Wisconsin.

Calendar Studies Continue

I
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Paranoia
For a year now , the editors of the . Lawrentia1_1 have contemplated writing an editorial concerm_ng what might loosely
be called " Paranoia" at Lawrence . Given our concern ov~r
the possible implications of the special secti~n on dr_ugs this
week, it seems like an appropriate time to write on this larger
sub1:~ts is a small community , where interperso_nal contacts
are frequent and inevitable . 11;1 many ~~ses , a d1sagre~me~t
over policies and principles 1s magrufled by _a c~nfhct m
personalities . The individuals or ~ro1:1ps _embroiled m a p~rticular conflict must continue funct10nmg m close ~on~ct with
each other. In addition, they will certainly mamtam cl_ose
official and personal interaction in the future . Hence, there 1s a
strong tendency that any problems , disagreement or clash~s
that may occur will be minimized and dow_nplayed: This
tendency is less apparent in private conversations . It is certainly evident in communications with the Lawren!ian:
There is a definite aversion, we feel , to the publication of
any disagreement over policies , proposals, opinions , perceptions , decisions , or anything else. Individ~als are r~luc~nt
to speculate, if that speculation is to be prmted. This e:"1sts
even in situations that involve no direct conflicts, no power- .
plays, or no personal ill-feelings . .
.
.
.
If a committee for instance, 1s dealing with a particular
subject, the memb~rs of the committee will generally ~efrai?
from commenting on the issue. A reporter is told to wait until
the committee report has been submitted. Of course, the
committee recommendation will probably be sµbject to
faculty or administration approval. Therefore the report itself
will tend not to be released or discussed . Once a consensus has
been reached or a decision has been made, the conclusions or
recommendations might be available for publication.
But only the final decision will be a matter of public
record . Only the rationale behind this decision will be explained. Even this decision will tend not to be comprehensively
examined. It will appear as if there had never been any
disagreement, any intelligent alternatives . Those who may
still dissent will be disinclined to "drag up a dead issue." In
short, while a decision is being made it won't be discussed,
after it is made it becomes a dead issue and is "better left
alone."
It should be quite obvious that this attitude has the effect
of severely limiting the amount of information available to the
readers of this publication. It limits the range of perspectives
that we may give voice to, the variety of ideas and opinions
that we may discuss and evaluate. Since those most affected
by the absence of published information are those least informed to begin with-the students-it forces students to be
merely recipients for announcements .
Why does this veil of unaminity seem to be cast over the
formulati~n of university policies? Better said, why is there
such a reticence against free and open public discussion and
debate?
Such hints of paranoia do not end with this . Students for
instance, will talk freely among themselves. But ~any
students will not voice their opinions to a reporter unless they
are assured of anonymity. Last term, for example, we sampled some student opinions on comprehensives . Many were
afr~id of voicing their disapproval of the system employed by
th~ir departments . Why? Because they were afraid that it
might adversely affect their relationships with particular
professors, their grades for a given course, and they had not
yet, afte_r all, completed their departmental requirement.
Lawrenha_n reporters th~i:nselves will shy away from covering
a story which may be cntical of a member of his department
or a professor from whom he is taking a particular course'
Founded or unfounded, supported by evidence or not, these
fears "':-ere, and. are, real. That they exist at all suggests
paranoia and pomts to a severe problem.
Of course members of the administration and faculty
stud~1;1ts, and membe~s. of the Lawrentian staff must be
s~ns1t~ve to personalities, to delicate and complicated
~1tu~tions, to r_e putations . This need for sensitivity is an
m~v1~~le f~nc~ion of a small campus environment. But when
this d1s1!1clma_tion to criticize or comment freely begins to
affect d_1scussion_?n matt~rs of policy, when it inhibits the
expression of legitimate differences in opinions it becomes a
matter of accute concern, a problem to be rectifi~d .

r-------------------------.
I
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"Just because you're
. Paranoid doesn't mean
they're not after you ."
Name withheld upon request

Urban Studies

Gov. Dept. Film

.

Applications for the Fall 1974,
The government de
Anyone interested in running
for Judicial Board for the ACM Urban Studies Program in will show a second m':l'bnent
remainder of this year should Chicago are due in mid-March. 1_merican politics on Th about
contact Mike Nowak, ex. 640 or Students who are interested Feb. 7. The film "Mr Asllr_Sday,
Beth Johnson , ex. 649 before should a) see Mr. baRocque, the the Pentagon" i; a d~uJ>m and .,
campus Urban Studies adviser, focusing on Congressrnaentary
Friday , Feb. 8.
bl consult with students who have Aspin's <D-Wisc.) efforts Les
-{)participated in the program in the
defense procur , cut I(
Cleary Honored
.
the past, and c) watch for notices au_th?riz~ion .bill of 1973 tn!!! .,
Catherine B. Cleary, president of the Ci'\icago staff 's visit, which m1lhon - an effort ":"IV j
of the First Wisconsin Trust will occur in late February.
u_ne~pec~edly succeeded. ~~~h J
Company , Lawrence Trustee and
film 1s bemg shown in connectt s 1
this yea r 's commencement
with Aspin's week long Visit on ~
--Ospeaker, has been named
Lawrence. (See page l)
to ~
Wisconsinite of the Year by
The film was made i, f
The 2nd Coming
the Wisconsin Broadcasters '
lance film-maker Wayne ~v ree.
"The Second Coming or Our who earlier prepared the wi:1·
Association. Ms. Cleary was the
Lord
Jesus
Christ"
will
be
the
unanimous choice of the
praised film "If Elected
e,r
broadcasters' board. The ·annual theme of a four-part lecture sho~ . last . year on n~ti~n~
award is presented on the basis of series, sponsored by the telev1s10n and last week t
outstanding contributions to the Lawrence Christian Fellowship; Lawrence.
a
Feb. 7, 14, 21 and 28. Pastor R.
state.
The film ~'Mr. Aspin and the
Huddleston will be the speaker at Pentagon" will be shown twice on
-0the series, which will be held at 8 Thursda~, at 3 and B p.m. in
Chess Tourney
p.m.
each Thursday during Young child 161. The film runs one
A student-organized chess February
in Riverview Lounge. hour, and the showings will be
tournament is planned for
without charge. ·
February . Any member of the
Lawrence community may enter,
-0and there is no registration fee .
-0Scheduling will depend on the
Spring Fair
number of people who enter. Sign
Lost
If anyone has ideas or is inup on the sheet posted on the door terested in organizing a spring
A pair of blue contact lenses in
of the Student Activities Director fair , please contact Jeanne a flat, 2"x2" .. white plastic case
(Jeanne Tissier) in the Union, by Tissier, director of student ac- mc1r~ed : 1'4ichael J. Copeland,
Feb. 9.
tivities, in the union at ex. 254. 129 E. 61 St. ~.Y. -was lost some-{)where between Briggs House and
Dowrier (via Chapel). Call Mary
Volunteers Needed
-0Byrne, ext. 392. Reward.
The on-board bus survey
scheduled for Wednesday , Feb. 6,
Women's Buckets
in the Appleton area need staff.
Please come and support the
Gain practical experience in
Pictures Needed
social survey interviewing. Women's Basketball Team in
The Lawrence Public Relations
Please volunteer at least four their next rock'em-sock'em office is see~ng pictures of
hours of your time. Contact Dave game against Appleton West, campus scenes, off-campus study
Stringham,
East
Central Monday Feb. 4 at Alexander, centers of Lawrence and ACM
Wisconsin Regional Planning Gymnasium .. They out played programs and general candids of
Commission, 739-6156 or 733-5834. us last week-we hope to turn the students and other campus
tables Monday!
-{)Appleton Xavier has cancelled personalities - possible gratuity
Romanticism Courses
their game against the team for available. Please send or bring
pictures, negatives or portfolios
Romanticism will be a topic Saturday, Feb. 9.
to Deb Halberstadt, between 10
common to several courses ofa .m. and· noon or i to 3 p.Di.
fered during Term III . Seminar
-0Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
in Art History: Romanticism wiff
or 8 to 10 a.m. Tuesdays and
be offered by the art department
Thursdays, in the Public
at 11:10 MWF; Nineteenth
Sociology Meeting
Century Music will be offered for
There will be a meeting for Relations office, Brokaw Hall
half credit at 9 :50TT; Mr. Dale of prospective sociology majors and basement. For more information,
the English department will students interested in courses in call ex. 239.
teach Studies in Romanticism at sociology on Thursday at-4 p.m.
9:50 MWF, and the Spanish . in room 339 of Main Hall. Plans
-0Department will offer Nineteenth for the sociology major, including
Century Literature at 2:50 MWF . requirements , will be discussed
Girls' Track
The Spanish course will focus on and answered. All students inAnyone interested in girls'
romantic literature and is open to terested in the plans for the
those students with a background sociology program are invited to track should call Lynne LaJone,
ex. _341.
in Spanish and also to those who attend.
will read the works in English
· translation.

!

1
!

--0-

Voter Registration

A voter registration drive
organized by "Front Lash", will
be in operation Feb. 4 and 5. A
booth will be set up in Downer
and rides will be available to the
town clerk's office. The voter
registration drive is in con- 1
junction with the state elections I
and primaries.
-0-

TERM II, 1973-74 EXAM SCHEDULE

Wednesday, March 13

1:30 P .M'. - 9:50 MWF
Thursday, March 14

8:30 A.M. - 8:30 MWF
1:30 P.M. - 9:50 TTS
Friday, March 15

8:30 A.M. ~ 2:50 MWF
1:30 P .M. - 11:10 MWF

Shall We Dance?

anyone would like to !
organize, teach or participate in I
folk dancing, please contact Tom
Baer, ex . 338.
If

Saturday, -March 16

8:30 A.M . - 1:30 MWF
1:30-P .M. - 8:30 TTS

-0-

Main Hall Forum

A Paring Knife, or SITAR
<System for Information Text
editing Analysis and Retrieval) is
the rather unusual title for a
Main Hall Forum to be held
Thursday at 4 p.m. in Main Hall
room 400. Ben Schneider
professor of English, will be th~
speaker, discussing the system
developed for editing The London
st.age: The system's many applications for full text processing
and text analysis will be

demonstrated.
.
Schneider has directed the
London Stage Project here from
its inception and will soon publish
.a ful\ and true account of the
implementation of the London,
Stage Information Bank, entitled
Travels in Computerland.
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to the Editors
Puh~ic Policy
Course Will
Feature Aspin

WRITER

LUCC Committees

Campus_Obituary
by Andrew Kalnow
students were absorbed in other
Ms Lawrence Qua_rterly, considerations. Her appearance
11118ble to endure the mental . was mismanaged, the awaiting
ci a meaningless existence . crowd too thin. She was able to

by Beth Johnson
By the end of this ter~ the Committee on Committees must pick new
members for the Special Events Committee and find new interested
students ~o organize New Student Week for 1974.
~.E.C . 1~ a standing committee of LUCC. The committee is comprised _of five students appointed annually by the LUCC Committee on
Comm1tte~s, th~ LUCC tr~asurer, a~d a staff adviser. The purpose of
the committee 1s .to provide entertamment, such as major concerts,
lectures, symposia, dances and coffee house acts. Suggestions for
events and requests for funding may be submitted to the committee. If
there are any questions about this committee, contact Lana Woodruff,
Steve Bell, or George Stalle, who are presently on SEC.
New Student Week needs a couple of students to serve as chairmen,
or general overseers, for all the various activities of orientation week.
The responsibilities of the chairmen are to establish the needed
committees, like computer. dance or hootenany; setting up the
schedule of events of that week, and then keeping an eye on all the
· committees' activities. If there are any questions about this job one
can contact Barb Goodman or Betsy Benjamin, who headed New
Student Week 1973.
If any Lawrentian is interested in serving on SEC or New Student
Week please pick up an application form in the LUCC office from 3-5
p.m . Monday, Wednesday, or Friday. If you can't get an application
then, contact me, Beth Johnson at ext. 649 and I'll send you one. These
applications must be returned to me at Trever, no later than Monday,
Feburary 11.
If anyone is interested in attending a Committee on Committees
meeting, come to one of the small dining rooms in Downer, Tuesday,
February 5, at 12 :20 p.m . LUCC will also meet on that day in Riverview Lounge at 4:30 p.m .

The
Government
and
Economics Departments have
announced their joint sponsorship of a course in Public
Policy Analysis, to be offered
during the week of February 1115, 1974. The course will focus on
Congress and its control of the
military, and will feature Rep.
Les Aspin <D-Wis.) as guest
lecturer.
Rep. Aspin is a member of the
House Armed Services Committee, which controls the typ~ of
Defense Department legislation
which is presented to the House.
In addition to his two terms in
Congress, Aspin had direct experience
with
Pentagon
budgeting when he served as an
assistant to then-Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara for
several years. Aspin , who has
gained wide recognition as a
critic of wasteful defense
spending, earned a . PhD in
economics at Yale, and taught at
Marquette University.

~ : practical world, has ex- rest over vacation, but her spirits
already showed signs of acute
Students who complete the
enduinesuddenly, though not as discouragement.
course receive one-third course
a~.
..
"When did she become
credit, and may register either
She was a freak m our campus suicidal or were such notions
for Government 54 or for
wcrid of nCl'IJlalcy. Perhaps her predicta'.ble even innate in a
Economics 55. The Public Policy
birth should have been aborted, mind forced to be so elegantly
Analysis course is open to all
perhaps sh~ never should have noble, and alone in an unLawrence students , and the only
been conce1ved. ~-al psycho- derstanding environment?
pre-requisite is the consent of the
mstcrians busy ~iting a cas~ Perhaps suicide became a
Government or Economics
- Department. The two Aspin
bisf!lrI of her life ~a_ve ten plausible solution to her mental
tatively coilcluded that her agony as she watched in jealousy
lectures , which are also open to
the public , will be presented
suicide was caused by a seve.r e at the birth of a baby brother.
Monday afternoon and Tuesday
•mil' conilition. Here are Brother Review was now
evening, February 11 and 12.
some selected notes from the receiving the attention of her
•
analjlts' pi;Jcholo~kal . study : beloved parents that she had once Le lters may be· submitted to the Lawrertlian offi<;e or to staff members. No Aspin will also participate in f?ur
1111 signed /e 1te rs will be.printed. although the wrllers name may be deleted upon seminar meetings, two of which
''Sb1a'.lly after ·birth m Sep- gloriously monopolized .
request . Co py deadline is 9 p .m .. Wednesday: lelters must be typed. do.u ble will be scheduled for the 24 hours
teqitier 1973; ~er .i:haracter
"Her parents were also worried spaced.
Le tte rs submitted late or in incorrect form may not appear in the issue
alrea'i:lyseemed to purposely defy about the fate of their new son. of the jollowi11g Friday. The lawrent!an reserves . the nght. to make minor following each lecture. In addition to attendance at the lecpesllimi~'tic pr~,n.oses for a He too . would have to face t~e e ditorial c hanges or shorten letters w11hout changing m eaning.
tures and seminars, assigned
lrolibted, short li{e. , S.he grew terrifyi_ng test of acceptance_ m.
readings and a paper will be
at.Gormally fast under the con- the community. However Review
slant pampering of her pare~ts seemed to understand the
come under Jay 's protective required.
hand
and special guidance. Then
Interested students may see
who were, in effect, constructmg mentality of his campus peers
Has basketball become an
an artificial. environment ar?und and appeared enjoyably unobsession with Jay DeNovo? Jay there are others who must sit Mr . LaRocque, Economics , or
back and wait for their day of Mr . Hah , Government, for fur00! by_ f ~ , her insatiable pretentious and _unin~ibi_ted. is using the women's basketball recognition
. Even though we feel ther information and for
m~ with ill~o~s of grandeur . Though ambitious hke his s1s_ter
team to prove a point that should
One physician, Dr. Ha Quarterly
his
aggressive have been proven by his own Jay deserves a small amount of registration .
DoChuang,whowas consulted for character 'may enable him to abilities years ago. He has a J~t of recognition for the time and the
professional advice during her learn and interact with the dedication and puts a lot of time effort he has put into building the
fll'St month, pointed out to her talented creative minds that into "his team ". But what is the team· we also feel that his day of
parents the Jiositilities she would drift ar~und campus. As plans reason behind this? Perhaps to gusto' has passed. His day of
has come.
have lo face- in the world where were being made for Review 's show that even though he is not as criticism
In
conclusion
, we'd like to say,
others of her kind have . J?et career, Quarterly became sil~nt, apt at the game as those who "Jay, you're doin~
damn good
unfortunate deatl).s. Citmg probably not without great grief. made the team, he does know the? job, you're just ma the
wrong
statistics that her immediate
"On hearing these encouraging game of basketoall. Or does he . profession."
community was composed of reports about Review 's health
Several things come to our
in
-LAUREN BROWN
over 50 percent uninterested and social adjustment, campus minds when we ask this question :
-PAT CHAPPLE
'party'students. Dr. Ha DoChung child psychologist Kenne~h First, how does he expect a gr?up
-LILI.AS JONES
went on to suggest . that the Sigmund-Sager, leaned back m · of college co-eds , ~hose first
Caps 17 to 24)
small percentage of mterested his chair threw up his arms, and priority is not athletics ; to pla:Y
Temporary openings for any ,ix to thirtceostudents _wo~d P1:0bably be ~oo exclaim~d 'bravo'. He off~red a like a well-established tean;i their
week period year 'round ; employment
Preoccupied ID the1.r work to give more optimistic prognosis for
first year? He shouldn t. He
guaranteed before deparn= for Europe; frottcted by ,ttict Joa) and federal ttgula?on;
the a~tention necessary for a Review , remarking that a chi)d should expect only that each
foreign language helpful but D?t required.
, thy life.
eager to experiment and grow m player does her best. Second,
Complete package include, round ttip
~e doctor's prognosis was maturity by confronting ad- most of the women on the tea~
on ,cheduled jet (NO CHARTER_S ),
again echoed· by Suzanne versity may either _recoil from have no real background m
ADVERTISING SALESMAN
orientation, room, board, all documentanoo.
:uvan! who made an analogy to the condemnation hkely to .be basketball , but were willing to
To Work For
For applicatio11 a11d complete
Mongnu~, her field of study , voiced by some stuffy community give it a try because they thought
THE LAWRENTIAN
en 0111ng .that the , greatest members or triumph _by it would be fun . It hasn 't tur_ned
You will be paid . well if you work
facmg new., ini:iovative stimulating the creative energies out that way, though. Practices
for it. If interested call. Sam
f Utions ·is weathermg the of the more active and open.
are so grueling , and tempers get
McCreedy . Ext. 636 or come,,to
~cto~s which obstru~t firm
"Review's
parents . left so short that one begins to a_sk
THE LAWRENTIAN office on Tues.
lha~bthment, she conJectured Sigmund-Sager's office _with _a himself, " What has the pomt
Box 1108, Milwaukee, Wis. 53201
or Wed . night.
de 1 · Quarterly would not
mile excited by the emgmatic become"? Third , the Lawrence
(or telephone 414-258-6400)
~n acceptance and ~es tiny of their son. They University Women's Basketball
,;~~tin.time to be honored as a returned home to find Quar- team used to be just that , A
eot!;:w~I)e meml>er of the terly's body buried unde~ her TEAM . Now it is a team ,and
"Thtn11ty. . .
.
.
mind ' s sheet of unpublished OTHERS. There are those who
Pl'esid
e
admims,trahve
vicep~a~p~e:rs~"----..--------------~-~=~l
Dr ent of the local hospitaJ ,
his ~1as Headman, expressed
.
ents to f.aculty and students , .
llledi gh~· in having such a
As yet undescribed in ann_ollunbce:fered in the art department
the cally mteresting pittient in
· the following courses w1 e
his
However, he felt that
Term III of this year : .
f Islamic Civilization as
subs\n ~istration could offer no
9.3 _ Tutorial Study: . L1terat:i~iiture painting . The Ko~an,
eneour tial support, only moral
reflected in manuscript and .
aids include historical
R£G:
1 and narrative painting ..
"AU agement.
. epic and lyric poetryd. es~~1ufive
wasr ff?is time Ms. Quarterly
monuments and styles?
. P 'th Mr . Riter before Febint-..':C8ted1Ving ample attention py
Cl
J'mit l5 Prereg1strat10n wi
,
UODkA &- APPLE DRINK f2.29
""llll
stud ts H
ass I
,
.
.
of
were
en . er parents
ruary 28_ M~F 1.30._
Romanticism . A. broad suryey_
lllake C!onf1dent that she· could
50 - Seminar m Art History, d on the Continent. Begmnmg
NALF-GAt. OF
REG: 3 -99
Plll>Iic appearance before
Romantic Art _in ~ngland t~teenth Century_ P.recedents the
VINTAGE RNIIIE WINE Nold~ • 2 •99
•eem
although she might
with an investigat10_n .of E ~f . g characteristics as well as
tractive to · rria.ny.
·ll be on defmmg um ym
k
d for "Roman$'1.99
ations were made
!?i:t1o~~l" schools. lntellect:1e!~~a~f~:. Class limit, 15.
delay after delay
ticism" in t~e vis_ual artsR~o helson before February 28. MWF
red hoping for
Preregistrat10n with Mr · IC
.
e came at an
11: 10.
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Sunday See Opening
Of Dietrich's Exhibit

(LUN)-Four ntem
Lawrence Univetait or the
servatory of MUSic fa~ Con.
present a chamber m ty 'Nill
_for area high school a ~l'ecitaJ
31 at 10;20 a.m. at Gr 11Jan.
- East High School
een Bay
.Cl~rinetist Dan c. 8
v10-hst Joel Rosenbe Parka,
pianii;t Allan Jacobs~ a~d
perform two -trios· "FWiQ
;.ie<;es_." op. 83 by Max Bruch 011r
Tr10 m E flat Major " K 4'J8Ind
Mozart.
. ' · by
~
Sparks, accompanied
Jacobson, will present th by
clarinet solos. The first seiecJee
"Elegie," by Ferruccio 8
was written for the corn=·
father, a virtuoso cl · . 1
"~legie" will b,e follow~elist.
pieces
by
Max .
two
"Albumblatt" and ''TaranlelJau
ger,
Sparks, .who did his master• ·
thesis on Reger, discovered
pieces in Lond9n.
. ~acobson - and. Sparks will be
Jomed by I\1an Taniguchi for
"Hirtenlied" {"Shepherd's
Song") by" Meye.r.beer, a pioneer
of the 19th ~iitury grand opera
· Miss Taniguchi also will join With
Ros..enberg to perform "Sacred
Lullaby'_' • and "Appeased
Desire," both by Brahms.
Miss Taniguchi is an associate
professor of music at Lawrence.
Sparlcs holds the rank of assistant
professor', while Jacobson and
LAWRENCE'S retiring Mr. · Thomas Dietrich, Artist in Rosen~rg are instructors of
Residence, will open his last art show as a member of the music at ~e Appleton campus.
faculty this Sunday. This watercolor, · "Pioche Gate" is Rosenberg also it conductor of
the Lawrence Symphony Orpresently on display in the Worcester Art Center.
chestra.;"
-

by Tom Stewart
dissertation on this work ,
This weekend, the Art which he restored by hand ,
department will ~resent an earned him his F .A.H. degree.
exhibition of drawings , water
Mr . Dietrich became interes_ted
colour and oil paintings by
Lawrence's Artist in Residence, in stained glass in the 60's, first
Tom Dietrich. Mr . Dietrich has producing the striking entrance
of
the
Memorial
been a member of the staff since way
1944. When hired by ex-president Presbyterian Church on College
Nathan Pusey , he was the only Avenue. Since then , he has
art teacher in the college, sharing completed windows ~or over 40
the fourth floor of Main Hall with churches in the m1dwest. On
the Theatre Department. The Sabatical in 1964-5, he travelled
show encompasses his entire throughout Europe, following ~he
trail of Martin Luther, sketching
career at Lawrence .
Dietrich is a native Ap- and painting. He ag~in took
pletonian , having completed Sabatical in Europe during 1971Grade and High School here. He 2 collecting sketches of stained
3ttended a newly formed Ex- . giass, more paintings , especially
perimental Colle~e at_ t~e water colours, and sketches. He
University of Wisconsin m was accompanied by his wife,
Madison, leaving (he was later - who is also very competent
told) with a major in philosophy . painter , and an ex-Lawrence
His career was interrupted by the teacher and alumna.
His show is intended to portray
great depression ; during ~is
period, he spent some time the last thirty years in Appleton ,
painting signs, houses and tavern Door County, Michigan, Maine
murals. Following this , he and the Gaspe Penninsula , plus
returned to school , this time the Yugoslavian , Greek, English and
Germ.an country views. The
Cincinnati Art Academy .
In 1936, he took courses at me paintings consist of varied landMinneapolis School of Art, then scapes, cityscapes , shipyard and
was invited to Oyster Bay, -Long seascapes , plus some porIsland under a Lewis Comfort traiture. All are sensitive and
compositions,
Tiffany Fellowship, for the perceptive
summer of 1938. Mr . Dietrich revealing masterful technique
worked with artists from many and execution, end eliciting deepareas in the country, which en- felt response from the viewer.
couraged him to continue his Although some oils are shown,
Mr . Dietrich prefers water
painting.
During this period , his works colours because of their
were accepted for national relatively easier · transportation
exhibitions , and he had his first and rapid completion time (this
one-man show (Lawrence, 1935- does not intimate that the media
6). Ever since , his ·works have is easy to use ; on the contrary ,
been circulated nationally, and many students find it the most
(LUN) -'Miriam Clapp Dunthere have been many more one- difficult with which to cope) .
man shows. Dietrich was ap- Although distinctive in his own can, associate professor of music
pointed Artist in Residence in style, he was influenced by the at Lawrence University, will
1945, and has been director of the American Regionalist revival perform in an organ recital at the
- Christian Science Church in
Bergstrom Art Museum since during the early 30's:
This show is the climax of a: Ripon, Wis., Sunday, Feb. 3. The
June of last year.
Mr . Dietrich is a most prolific fruitful teaching career at performance is part of the
painter, having produced over Lawrence, one which has been Faculty Exchange Recital Series
1200 paintings . His work has been both very rewarding and ex- with several Wisconsin Colleges .
recognized both locally and tremely frustrating . It will also
Prof. Duncan's program will
nationally, which is proven· by his be Mr . Dietrich's last show as a include selections by Handel,
more than 400 sales. His works member of the faculty . Un- Krebs,and Bach to be performed
are owned by the AAL , the fortunately for the Art Depart- on the Ripon church 's German
Chicago Art Institute , the ment and its students, be retires tracker organ . Other works to be
Milwaukee
Art
Institute , this June at the age of 62 . If your performed are two preludes and
Marquette llniversity and the at all· interested in American fugues . by contemporary Dutch
Bergstrom , to name a few. His painting, especially water colour,
most scholarly work was the by all means attend the opening
discovery of · a 15fh century of Tom Dietrich 's show this
German
triptych .
His _Sunday afternoon, February 3rd.
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Duncan Tours Talent
composer Jan Koetsier and a
piece by J .N . David which will
make use of the new organ's ---'
zimbels.tern , or small bells,
characteristic of German tqi.cker
organs.
This will be Mrs. Duncan's first
recital on a .tracker organ, an
experience she terms "interesting and exhausting" due to
the required trips to Ripon for
rehearsal .
Donald Spies of the Ripon
music department is scheduled
for a reciprocal performance at
Lawrence Mar. 29.

~IIEATER•ART
B1LL80ARQ

NOTES

Concert Sees Change
<LUN )-A change in the date of
The program for the tour and
the winter concert of the the Chapel concert will include
Lawrence Concert Choir was Renaissance works by Josquin
announced today by choir con- des Pres, Orlando. di Lasso and
ductor Dr. Karle J. Erickson William Byrd. The choir will also
assistant professor of music at · perform the baroque Double
Lawrence University. The Choir Motet of Johann Pachelbel.
concert, originally scheduled for W_orks of _Charles Ives and Hugo
Sunday, Feb . 3, will now be held Distler will also be j ncluded . The
Monday , Feb. 25 at 8 p.m . The Ron
Nelson
composition
concert will be in the Memorial "Prayer of the Emperor of
Chapel.
China " , which was first perThe _change in date is being formed at the Lawrence 125th
made m order to coordinate the Anniversary Concert, will also be
local concert with the tour of the on the program .
choir to other Wisconsin cities .
No admission will be charged
The new date will permit the LU for the Feb . 25 concert.
group to conclude its tour with
the Appleton concert.

FOR THE WIDEST
and ( we think) beer choice in
luggage, come to Pah -low's.
We have over 500 models by
famoue luggage makers at the
price you can afford - $.95 lo
$170.

PAH-LOW'S
Luggage, Leathergoods, Gi!u
303 W. College Ave.
Downtown Appleton

UNWANTED
PREGNANCY?
AMERICAN FAMILY PLANNING IS A
HOSPITAL . AFFILIATED ORGANIZA·
TION OFF ERIN G YOU ALL AL TERNATIVE S TO AN UNWANTED PREGNAN·
CY . FOR INFORM A TI ON IN YOUR
AREA CA LL :

Call (21 SJ 449-2006

AMERICAN FAMILY
PLANNING
A Medical Service ro Help You

Eurythmics

Students
at
Lawrence
University will study eurythmics,
the method of learning music
through body movement, Feb. 5
and 6. Special sessions will be
conducted by Robert Abramson,
professor of music, Manhattan
School of Music , and associate
professor of · music, Hunter
College, New York . Abramson is
considered by some to be the
nation's foremost exponent of
eurythmics.

Fool's Workshop

Ken Feit, fool in residence, will
hold a workshop in the cof:
feehouse Wednesday at 11: 10
a .m . and Friday at 9:50. There
will also be a workshop-dinner at
Downer at 5:30 on Friday, and a
workshop in the coffeehouse at
7:00 p.m. A1_1yone is invited.

APPLETON'S FINEST DINING for Your
HEAVY DINNER DATE

Con. Wins
by Jean l\larlQI

Three _ Lawrence organ
students travelled last weekend
to Milwaukee for a state-wide
per(ormance competition. 'Ibey
returned _with highest hooll'S in
their divisions.
The contest- was sponsored by
the American Guild of Organists.
Sophomores John Chapman of
Evanston, Ill. and Julie Chapman
of Burlington competed in the
Intermediate Division. John
received first prize of $25; Julie
was awarded irecond place, also
$25.
Senior Fred Backhaus of Beloit
entered the Advance Division
with Bach's Prelude and FugUe
in B minor, a prelude and rugue
on the letters a-1-a-i-n by
Duruffle, and Charles Ives'
Variations on America. Fred
stopped the competition and ~s
a warded first prize, $11MI: 'flliS
enabled him to perform m the
Winner's Recital Jan. 27th. all
John, Julie, and Fred are
students of Mrs. Miriam Clapp
Duncan.
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Feit Skips
ampus Feb. 4
JoanDoodY
·
8 reputation for
ellS And If you are one of
:::-ie who prefer to skip ,its
tbOINl~d hope for an early
dlJ)Jne&S take heart. From ·
spring · 4 to a, Lawrence ~ill
~ e n Feit, as fool-mba~denc:e, to brighten w~nter's
resi
l)eScribed as a Jester,
~ p d storyteller, the 33111iJll--Oid Ken-the-Fool will make
year al scheduled appearanc~s
sevfl ll as creating spur-of-theas "';,nt
happenings
on
111
111° nce's campus. Feit's
1,awrece is sponsored by Special
P~ and Public Occasions.
EveD
'

Feit's background is as
diversified as are his talents
Before he began his career as
fool, Feit received a master's
degree in history from Xavier
University and worked in St
Louis' inner oity with the young
1
,
people there. It was at this time
;
that Ire developed "sound
&
poetr_y'_' , a unique language
2
combmmg dance , music , and
~
storytelling. In 1970, Feit enrolled
,.
in the Ringling Brothers Clown
~
1
College in Venice,- Florida . For
the pa.s t five years he has been
traveling around the country
"performing, teaching , and
learning" . With Milwaukee as his
home base, Feit has conducted
workshops in jesting, performed
for children at community
theatres, and helped prepare a
children 's television series .
Presently Ken-the-Fool is serving
as resident fool at several
universities , including the
University
of
Detroit,
by Mary Jo Hibbert
Boa5ting a new name and Georgetown , Grand Valley, Yale,
pub)ishing policy, the Lawrence and Lawrence.
Liberal Arts Review will be a
Of his rather unusual
livelihood, Feit says, "The core
1111gazine with a '.'more .div~~s~,
contemporary, ahve format · m of my folly is not eating flowers
cootrast with its predecessor, or riding unicycles. It is
The Lawrence Quarterly, ac- storytelling, myth-making, and
cording to Andy Kalnow, editor. word-making." Feit sees his role
'Die fll'St issue of the Review, as very much the role of the
which will appear the eighth or classic fool. That is, to try to
ninth week of ,this term, "will draw attention to those things in
experiment with the possibilities our lives which, although
for innovative presentation of a necessary, often go unnoticed. He
variety of contents, publishing uses mime, clowning and "foolexamples of successful student ishness" as a means of rearticles along with shorter, more introducing us to a sense of
general articles, poetry and art beauty and wonder and the
work. The contents will be freedom of being child-like. Feit
illustrated when possible, and at studied with the Jesuits and has
limes prepared with a .theme in been described as a "fool for
mind," Kalnow explained.
Christ", therefore attaching a
certain
religious significance to
The Quarterly, as a scholastic
work. But Feit admonishes,
journal, was "a straightforward his
"I am not a theologian or
collectii>n of student academic philosopher.
I am a fool, so
papers under one cover. Kalnow
beware!" Feit's trademark is a
said that "in spite of the clown's
face with one crying eye _
Upiversity's academic standards which suggests that his
and ideals,- popular student in- foolishness, while undoubtedly
terestin the Quarterly was bound fun and unpredictable, is not
to be lipiited." Th4s, the change really foolish at all, but an exin format is hoped to rey,ive in- pression of Feit's view of life and
terest in the publication while its priorities .
"attempting to discover and _ While at Lawrence Feit's·
express the creative talents of the formal schedule is as follows :
campus." ·
·
February 4, Monday, 8 p.m. This term's issue of the Review
Riverview Lounge
will have no theme · per se, a
February 5, Tuesday, 7 p.m . decision made ·by the staff in
Coffeehouse with L.U.T .C.
or~er to facilitate a· smooth
February 8, Friday, 9:50
transition between the two
a .m. - Experimental Theatre
publications. The spring isstie,
. Theatre History Class
however, will focus on the In addition to these pergeneral theme of political formances, Feit will also work
~ontent and protest, and might with students in classes, par·
mclude articles on a variety of ticularly in the religion,
topics ranging from the crisis of · education, sociology, and
the Ame11ican presidency to
departments. He
~olzenitsyn, governmental theatre-drama
will participate in a Mass of Fools
controls on scientific research, or at 9:15 a.m. at the All Saints
a ~etrospective view of protest at Episcopal Church, 400 E . Colle~e
Lawrence.
·
Ave. , which is open to the pubhc.
.bas

I

Review Gives
Lively Format

YOU WON'T have to look twice to recognize Ken-the-Fool
when you see him cartwheeling about campus Feb. 4-8.

Quartet Performs Tonight
(LUN)-Bach's Uncle
a member of the Philadelphia transcriptions and arrangements
harpsichord , cello, oboe and 'nute Composer's Forum .
of works ranging from the 18th
quartet, will appear in a
The program for the recital Century to the present.
Chamber Music Series recital includes works by Rameau ,
The Bach's Uncle recital is the
Friday, Feb. 1, in Harper Hall of Milhaud, Scarlatti, Bolcom , third
of four concerts in the 1973the Lawrence University Music- Carter, Satie, and Couperin. 74 Chamber Music Series, which
Drama Center. The 8 p.m. con- Bach's Uncle has expanded on is sold out. James Fields
cert will be the third presentation i.he .;mall repertoire of music Leventri tt Foundation piano
of the 1973-74 Lawrence Chamber specifically written for their finalist , will conclude the series
Music Series.
instruments by· writing their own Mar. 8.
Bach's
Uncle
was
formed
in
.
1970 by four friends eager to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
explore new ways of presenting
chamber music of the highest
qua Ii ty . The quartet dresses
informally and speaks with the
by Emily Miller
audience in an attempt to
eliminate the stiff, formal at.I n keeping with the tradition of Nixon's State of The Union
mosphere often associated with and Lucey's State of the State addresses, I feel some
chamber music. Their goal is to clarification of my recent stance on the state of the Musicreach younger people who or- Drama Center is in order.
dinarily might not attend a
Perhaps, first, it should be made clear that in this sequel I
chamber music recital while at · am speaking to the ills or lack of them in the theater departthe same time pleasing older
ment alone, thus eliminating the con students and faculty from
devotees.
the proverbial spotlight.
The harpsichordist for the
The main appeal made in the recent column was this: that
group is Edward Smith, a 1957 more non-theater majors participate in all aspects of the
graduate of Lawrence Univer- productions . Bec11use so many theater majors were tied up
sity. Smith majored in piano at with other commitments (e.g. Hamlet's tour, senior one-acts),
Lawrence and also studied
composition . He V{ent to Italy the term's Price audition number was drastically reduced to
under a Fulbright scholarship between 12 and 15. There was, then, a substantial reason for
and received his M.A. from Yale non-participation in The Price. Why should audition numbers
University, where he studied hinge on the major's other commitment? If the department
harpsichord with Ralph Kirk- recognized its dependence on the non-majors running rampant
patrick. Mr. Smith has taught at in the university, would the audition number have been so low?
the University of Illinois and Hart
Conceivably, it is not the department's job to pamper the
College. In addition to touring timid L.U. student'with latent desires to act. So, perhaps, a
with Bach's Uncle , Smith plays stronger appeal should be made to the timid.
with the Philidor Trio.
For this person, it should be said that everyone is scared of
Other members of Bach's auditions. To put it simply, try-outs are not relaxing exUncle include cellist Jerry
Grossman, who has toured ~ith periences. Actually, auditi?ns are _not th'.1t terrible , it's when
Music from Marlboro and 1s a the cast list goes up, spelling r-e-J-e-c-t+o-n for everyone to
member of the Aeolian Chamber see that the auditioner 's anxiety seems heightened. But then
Players ; Marsha Helle~. oboe, a ag~in everyone gets rejected too. The question next arises:
graduate of Oberhn Con-. will this knowledge alone be sufficient to bring the timid out of
servatory and featured soloist hiding? Probably not. Will the department be able to?
.
with the Camerata Academica of
As opposed to implying that the theater department is
Salzburg and the American lacking in talent, the ideal state, as I see it, is that even when
Symphony; and Sue Kahn, flut~. commitments reduce the major's participation, the departwho received her M.A . m ment will still have enough people to draw from to produce the
musicology from New York
University and is presently a slated play. As things stand now , that is not the case.

New Pa/Jerbacks
-THE PERSIAN BOY-Mary Renault
l'f of
A new novel which reveals a little known facet of the i e
Alexander the Great.
--ON BEING FEMALE-Ed. by Barbara Stanford
.
· of articles, stories and• poems th a t ex amme
the
A collection
.
woman's
traditional
role
and
present
some
alternatives.
I
CONSUMER REPORTS
-THE 1974 BUYING GUIDE ISSUE 0~
nt to make sure
If you want to purchase almost anything and wa
. that it is of top quality this is the place to look·
-MAGRITTE-Suzi Gab~
r t · ter
An intensive study of the great Belgian surrea is pam

Magritte . .
-THE HUMANNESS OF YOU-Walter Rinde~ ·ungle of our
Poetry which helps clear a pa th through t e J

world.

Edifying An Edifice

Conkey's
Also!!
-THE JOY OF SEX
A gourmet guide to love making ed. by A. Comfort, M.B., P~.D.
A best seller at $12.95, now in paperback for $4.95. An ~~nx10~s
account of the full repertoirie of human heterosexualhty. This
book will help you achieve the limits of your ability to enjo~ s~x
plus help you deal with many of the problems that may arise m
your adventures.
CHECK AT THE BACK DESK FOR YOUR COPY

An Editorial:

A Situation

Users' Views Aired
In Informal Survey

,._

In informal interviews with twenty Lawrence interfere unless people complain." Variations
drug-users, I asked their opinions o!l various included 'the ideas "Live and let live," " accepted
aspects of illegal drug use 9n campus. T~1s group of and ignored," tolerance, and "non-punitive."
students included fourteen males and six females , Several students said that they believed the policy
eight of whom are Seniors, three Juniors , six on drug-use is much like that for beer, and anothei;
Sophomores, and three Freshmen. Five of t_he said that the administration's view is, "As long as
people I interviewed were members of a frat~rmty you get your work done , it's your business. If you
or sorority, four used to belong to a fratermty or are an extreme user, you will be weeded out through
sorority , and eleven were independents. ~!even grades ." One student said, "I wish I knew."
Sales Effect
·
departments were represented : Anthro, Science,
The seventh opinion that I asked for was the effect
Theater , History, Art, English, Geology , Governor lack of effect that drug-use has· on the sales of
ment , Slavic, Economics, and Spanish.
The first opinion that I asked for was each per- liquor , food , and other items. Three people said that
son's ideas on the amounts of various drugs that the drug use increased sales in every category,
students at Lawrence use in a term . The estimates because, as one student put it, "Stoned people will
varied tremendously. For marijuana , eighteen buy anything." Eighteen people said that drug-use,
people gave estimates from six pounds to 100 especially the use of marijuana, increased foodpounds . The averag·e estimate was forty-two pounds sales. The opinions were more varied, concerning
a term. Several people said that more would be the sale of liquor . Eight respondents said that drugsmoked, if it was available. Thirteen people gave use cut liquor sales , at least to some extent. Seven
their opinions on the number of hits of speed used in said that there is no effect on liquor sales. One said
a term , ranging from 300 to 20,000. Four people that , "Usually, people smoke and drink at the same
simply said that " a lot" of speed is consumed here. time." Five drug-users said that drug-use increases
Of those who gave specific estimates , the average the sale of liquor . Many other products were
opinion was that 600 hits are used per term. Several mentioned as being sold in greater quantities
people said that LSD is hard to come by at because of drug use. Among these were bowling,
Lawrence, and three just acknowledged ·its foosball , pinball , movies, music, cigarettes, and
presence on campus. Of the nine students who gave head store products.
·
an opinion, the average reply was just over 200 hits Cont.
a term , the answers ranging from thirty to 500. All
Next, I asked for people's opinions on drug use
of the people I interviewed agreed that so_me now, compared to that of two or three years ago. I
cocaine, heroin , downers, and stimulants are asked the freshmen -·and. sophomores to compare
present at Lawrence , but sixteen of them said that Lawrence to their high school. Five said that there
is more drug use here, one said that there is no
the use of these drugs is minimal on campus.
difference, and two said that there are less drugs
Drug Sorces
The second opinion that I asked the .drug-users here. Of the juniors and seniors, eight said that
who I interviewed was the source of the drugs used , more people at Lawrence use drugs now than two on campus. When asked to name cities where the years ago . They felt that this year's freshman class
drugs were purchased, Madison, Milwaukee, and contains more drug-users than previous classes.
Chicago were mentioned most often : . thirteen, Two students said that there has been no change.
twelve, and fourteen times, respectively . Oshkosh, Two people mentioned each of the following : Jess
Stevens Point, and Minneapolis were also men- acid now, less experimenting now, and less pushing
tioned . The original sources of drugs at Lawrence now, compared to when they, gqf here.
are "points all over the world, of course," as one
Why?
student said. Another student said that, "you never
The ninth question that I asked was, " Why do
really know," but others came up with a long list of students at Lawrence use drugs?" Most people
sources. Mexico was mentioned most often, four, mentioned .several reasons . One student simply
teen times, and three people named South America, said, "If you smoke, you get high, " and anotherjust
Europe, and the-Southwest. Others .mentioned the said that, "People like to get high.". Two other
Far East, the Mideast, and the Mafia as sources for students said that Lawrence is "stagnating" and
drugs on campus.
"crazy," and another pointed out that , " You can't
Buying and Selling
watch television all the time. " Other reasons for
The question , "How are drugs bought and brought drug use in order of how often they were mentioned
to campus? " brought varied answers , including "by were entertainment (eleven), boredom (ten) '
mail ," but nine people mentioned students bringing relaxation , (nine) , escape (four), socializatio~
drugs from home , and eleven said that groups of (four) , and, in the case of speed , studying -(three). ·
fr iends brought most of the drugs to campus. Only
When I aske_d ab?ut the general effects of drugfive said that dealers , called " enterprising youths " use on the Umvers1ty, students , again , often gave
by one student, brought a large amount of drugs to several answers. Twelve respondents said that
campus .
_
t~ere a'.e no particular effects on the University.
There were also varied opinions about.how drugs Five said that drug use helps the social atmosphere
are sold at Lawrence. One student said that the same number that said that drug use helps ease
" Almost always, the dealer knows the buyer," and pressure and also makes people freer . -Three
most of the others who ·1 interviewed agreed with ~tude_nts ag'.eed with the statement that , " It makes
this statement. Fourteen said that drugs are sold it easier to hve here," and three others said that the
through friends , ten said that word of mouth sells effects depended on the person. Another three
most drugs , four mentioned townies , and only two students' opinion was that the effect of drug use is
said that ·drugs are often sold by known dealers on small.er than th~, effect of drinkers , and another
campus .
mentioned the brotherhood" of drug-users at
How Many
- Lawrence.
The fifth opinion that I asked for was the perGeneral Comments _
centage of students at La:,vrence wh~ have tried or
My request for general comments brou ht a
1;rge
use certam drugs . Of mne_teen estimated of the number of interesting remarks M
f th
num.~er of Lawrence students who have tried with the place of drug-use at th ~)'. 0 _em ealt
11:anJU3:I1a , ranging _from fifty-five percent . to people observed.that dru -use n ~1vers1ty . Four
0
mnety-f1ve percent, the a_ver~ge_~stimate was eighty- Lawrence, everf academi~ally and ~ Pd~b~e":i at
percent. Two students Just said -that "a lot" of " If drug use was
roble
'
a e t at,
st~de~ts smoke . marijuana currently. Another University could hfndle i~', ': g~~ out o~lan,d, the
thirteen gave estimates from forty to ninety per- campus "is a safe la
·
no er _sa1 that the
cent, averaging fifty-five percent. Only one Several said thai t~~ or at ·lea~t it has been."
numerical estimate of the amount of students who ministration's atft
1 d Y dappreciate~ the aduse speed was given , niney-five percent. Other "More and more ~a~ an on~ predicted that,
students said that the use of speed fluctuates, and lenient, especiall abotituses _will b~come more
~hat many people use speed who do not use other they 'JJ realize it
f
dope-smokm_g , bec_ause
1He1!al drul!s . The averal!e of six_opinions on the from the stude ( 1,, oster a co-operative attitude
number of students who have tried LSD was twenty · S
n s.
percent. Two of the people _who I interviewed said bet~:rer~I tudents ob~erved that more drugs of

our decision to cover the·subject of drugs on cam
·,
not made without sor:iie thought, S<>!Il~ concern, an~Us Was
anxiety. Our r~servahons were n:tulbplied when we r 8?Jne
the article written by the ex~nenced· dealers in r1!!•\red
· campus. How, after all, does one g!luge the ro~..gs ~n
possible respons~ of trustee~, alumni, parents, c~bable .or
and Appleton residents to an issue as emotionally ch .. Police
sensitive as this'?
·
. ._.tsecland
Even though th~information printe<lis largely co
kno~ledge aro~d campus, its significancE: may be J1111on
radically when it becomes a matter of public record a~
now. Will A;ppleto11 residents .,bec_ome aia!ffled? w~ 1 IS
think not, smce the campus 1s virtually isolated from ~d
community in drug usage and dealing. Will the Wli\rers'tye
"crack down" on users and dealers in response to Press 1
from parents, alumni and trustees now that the situationtn:e
presented to them'? We would think not, since, our empba;
conclusion is that there is nQ drug problem on campua We
think not, but we are not sure.
· _
· e
Given this uncertainty, then, we .could have avoidecl th
subject entirely. But this decision would bave been made a~
the expense of what we perceive to be our role as a coll
newspaper. If we are to function as an agent for informatt~e
as a f~rum for ~isc~ssion and d~~ate_, and as a vehicle of ex'.
plorat10n, exammat10n and clanf1cat10n; then We have a right
and, in a sense, a responsibility to address ~n issue such as
this.
·
We hope that this section is viewed as an-exposition on the
drug situation, not the drug problem, at Lawrence. Itisnota
serious situation ; it does not warrant a sense of alarm. It does
however, deserve some examination. ·
'
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only_~hat "a few " students have tried drugs besides
manJuana , hash, speed, -or LSD. Ten others had
more precise estimates, ranging from ten to sixty
percent, and averaging twenty-four percent.
LU Views
The people Wh<?, were interviewed had a lot to say
about how the adm.inistration views drug-use on
campus . Only two people felt that the University
condones drug-use . Most of the other answers
centered on the statement, made by one student
that the administration "doesn't approve, but won 't

"Peopl2 s~~~d a~e ~esirable on c~mpus , and that
An th
t d
ea lowed plants m their rooms "
at t~e ~ s u en~proposed the idea of ten-cent joints
d 't mokn , an one person said that , " People that
on smo e, and never have sh uld
themselves, "Why not?" A th · 'd ; d realJy ask
drug-use "sure ·beats ~ard , air s .~ ent said that
commented that ·,; I like t
g ;es , and a fourth Perhaps one student-s~~o e; .but not to sneak."
~iew of Lawrence drug-use th~ ip /he /rug-use'.s '
Lawrence provides a
. . es , w en he said,
one that doesn 't take p::r;:yiss;ve.at~ospher~, but
education ."
rom its quality of

Who Uses _Drugs·? ·

No Joint -View-Held
by Lisa Weins
All freshmen smoke grass. Beer is the main
staple ~f th~ freshman diet Freshmen· trip out
every mght m accompaniment to pounding music and scented candles. , One ·thjrd of the_. freshman._,,
class has joined a temperance league. Freshmen
~ave forme? narcotics patrols in each dormitory. It
1s really qwte ~wkward to describe drug ·use in the
freshman class. Each person interviewed presented
a different picture, and no one wanted to seem to
confor~. We are all individuals, as we p~dly
proclaimed ?n our Lawrence applications. It is
irksome . to fmd that somebody else is doing the
_same thmg that we are doing.
One girl claimed, -"I don't know anyone wllo..
smokes marijuana." Naive perhaps, but -may
even true. Yet according to another freshman:
would say that over half of the freshman class
smoked at least once and pretty many others
other stuff." Other stuff? Alcohol?" LSD? Gl
Goldfish? He waved vaguely, and said ~'pills."
Even so, it can be said with positive .assurance
that some freshmen drink, some smoke, some trip
and some do nothing of the kind. How irritating, It
would be clever to draw Donald- "Drug User:
"Eighteen years old, Donald tried ·mari1uaila for
the firs t ti~e in his junior year of ~ig!t school during
lunch hour m the woods behind the school had been
drinking to get drunk about once a month ~nd by theend of his senior year had tlown to Morocco to
supervise construction 'of his handcarved water
pipe." Unfortunately, freshmen interv-iewed related
various experiences. But for clarity's sake, a little
over half (thirty two in all) actually had smoked at
least once, virtually all of them drank and a few had
tried barbituates or hallucinogens.
In-depth pr0bes into America's Y~u.ctt in Tillle ·
· rQagazine can tell us thlil s.i"me·thing: Familiar .
answers wer~ given to stock questions . •,v))y do you
smoke or drmk? Recreation-escape. How often?
o~ce a month-once a week-very occasionally. When
did you start? Junior-senior year ip high school,"
and so on. ~n fact, answers differed ju$t enough to
prevent a tidy generalization.
~on-users ranged from the ~l_f righteous to the
unmterested. A girl commented ''I do not like beer,
I_ will never like beer. My couns~lors told
I-~
hke b,~ r within two weeks of my arrival. I stiJJ hate
beer. It was definitely a minority opinion, though.
Most of the freshmen had quaff~ via :Viking room
or <;ollege Avenue bistro at least once. ·
Like any class , we also. . have the vulgar
drunkards. _ Perhaps by the ti-me th~y are upperclassmen they can push the :entire Lawrence
__ ~ymphony orchestra into the· Fox River instead ft·
Just a piano.
-· ·
·
'
It seems that freshmen do not begin to drink or
smoke at Lawr.e nce if they had not before, for the
most part. Non-smokers stayed non-smokers ·aRd Sit
on. We are, after all, individuals.
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J.Ddh'i cy and reliability. On the basis of their atac:cur:ons to its validity, we have reprinted it
'thtaout alteration. It is, we have concluded, an
w• t and acclU'ate accolll)t of the role of drug
bones
d th "tu f
deller at 1,awrence.~
e s1 a 10n on campus
-'ative to drug usage.)
I"""' e authors of this article h"'ve six years of
'lb
...
cumulative experience in dealing at Lawrence, and
all obsel'Yations are based on this experience. We
ve witn~ and been party ~o the flow if
ba titiesofvarious and sundry drugs at Lawrence
~eel that these credentials qualify us to offer an

~ormed" o~ation of the manner and degree

of drUg distribution at Lawrence.
'111e process of drug distribution involves a

traDS9ctfon between two people-one of whom plays
fberoleofthebuyer; the other, the role of the seller.
FirSt. one may ask the· rh~torical questions . What
are some of the asoects of .the drug sel,er .role at
Lawrence? If you are looking for a greasy, darkhaired man _with bloodshot eyes, b_riefcase and a
trenclicoat~orget it. The seller probably looks less
like Abbie Hoffman and more like your roommate.
(Gone through bis desk lately?) The seller at
Lawrenceis more likely to be in the biology lab, the
.librarY, or writing articles for the Lawrentian than
knocking door-to-door in the dorms with a_brown
paper bag and slurred advertisements. In short, the
seller here is not.rour classic "pusher" and did not
come to Lawrence as an aspiring young mafioso.
How then, does a Lawrence student become involved in dealing drugs? First, he uses drugs
himself and h,s friertcj_s·who do. also . Secondly, he
comes to know where he can get quantities of drugs.
Finally, he decides _to· act · as a link between the
supply and the demand, thereby providing for his
own use as welj as that of hjs fri~nds , At Lawrence,
the dealer is primarily interested in supplying
himself and his friends, a. select group which may
grow under "favorable" circumstances. Though a
clientele may grow, · it is an unwritten law of the
Lawrence dealer that his enterprise be limited to
the campus. While the dealer necessarily is supplied from Milwaukee, Chic.a go;·Madison, or even
the Big Valley itself, the activities of the dealer
after this are .strictly confined to cainpus. Since
there is a high risk of being arrested for dealing in
town, and since- the primary motivation .of the
Lawrence dealer is to keep himself and his friends
in supply, there exists no market between potential
town buyers and: th~ campus dealers.
.

a There .i!! il!1 incredjbl~ grapevine at ~~ence,
nd t!1rough 1t the dealer may find his " business"
r~ng to·propottions beyond his capabilities and
thesir1:5. !U'YOne who· wants drugs can usually· find
s em ms1de ofa few minutes . This is the nature of a
e~all coll~e•. and it is also its nature that certain
within the constituted power structure will
su
e aware of the activities and goods of the
at C~sful dealer. In the past, some drug traff~ckers
tiv· . wrence have been told to curtail their acrei:f1~ or fa~e expulsion:-This threat is especially
opi t 1 transactions involving hallucinogens ~r
forbi:S are sus_p ec~. Distribution of dru~s 1s
any trden by_Uruvers1:ty regulations , and parties to
cauu ansactto~ in any substance who are less than .
as tho~ may find University and civil punishment
reward. ·
As eir
d
Virtualealers at Lawrence, we have been aware of
· both O ly all drugs that nave come into campus,
the v ~ own and th_ose of other dealers,-.as well as
60
tYJ)eS, quantities and qualities. Perhaps
cent of our efforts have concer,ned

SO:e:ts
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~~~t

small rem~inde~ers
am~h~tamines, and the
types . Our operations h sume . Y drugs of other
only close friends to est~1Ti;h~r1ed :om providing
operative which h~ndled
· tg a rug cartel coall drugs coming onto an es imated 75 per cent of
It . .
campus.
d
1s estimated that last year, the combined
ea 1ers at Lawrence (oursel
th
established dealer s, an' d anywhere
ves , up to
reetenother
en~:~~~nrur~ that cropped up during the year)
rom ree to four pounds of marijuana a
~eek . We were a:,yar~ of the sale of 5,000 to lO,OOO
hits.of a_~phetamines in a given term. However the
f;at~b1hty_. of amphetamines is Jess stable than
a O mariJuana and its sale and use can be larger
or sm~!ler_dep~nding upon the ready supply.
MariJuana prices vary from $125 to $2 25 a pound
for the campus dealer who will usually break it into
ounces o~ "lids" (a lid is usually less than an ounce)
and ~ell 1~ at a_ price that will cover his expenses,
provide him with a small quantity for his personal
use, an~ perhaps give him a cash profit. Amphetamines are bought at equally varied prices
f~ 01:1 $loo to $140 for a thousand, and sold with
sm~Ilar goals_in mind. These are the two drugs for
which there is the greatest demand and it is our
observation that this demand continues to grow .
While there was once a sizable demand for hallucinogens at Lawrence and a steady supply was
available, demand has dropped over the last four
yea~s and the_se drugs are now only sporadically
available. While there is a good demand for sub_stances such as hashish, opium aod cocaine, these
are ra~ely present and come in limited quantities.
The price for these drugs is often prohibitive and
their quality is often less than average. We have
never dealt . in barbituates or methaqualone
(sopers) and know of only a very few transactions of
thes_e drugs which involved very small quantities .
Finally, we know of no Lawrence dealer who has
been party in any exchange of heroin . Given the
element of risk and the personal ethics of Lawrence
dealers, none that we know of would even consider
dealing heroin.
Anyone who makes dealing drugs his primary
avocation at Lawrence will flunk out just as surely
as someone who does nothing but get stoned or
drunk: Drug use is grounded in a wide range of
motivations, but general use of drugs can basically
be termed recreational. The dealer serves as a kind
of social director by providing · the recreational
means desired by students. This is one attitude
toward drugs . We don't force anything on anybody,
and relative to Conkey's , ·students are coerced
much more when they buy books than when they
buy a lid.
There are other people, though a small number,
whose only drug is amphetamine and who require it
during periods of academic stress. Such is the
nature of some students at Lawrence and these
people will eventually get their speed whether it's
dealt at Lawrence or not.
Dealers like to feel they are providing a service.
Though their trade is illegal-a fact of which the
dealer is constantly aware, drugs-are business and
if the dealer does not give people what they want,
they will go somewhere else. As long as people are
aware of drugs , there will be dealers.
Surely there are dealers at Lawrence who are
unknown to us, and we hope we have been fair to all .
We have tried to provide our clientele with our
honest opinion on the quality of the drugs that we
deal. Burning a customer is the fastest way to lose
your clientele and make enemies. In short, a
dealer's business is dependent upon his reputation
for fairness .
We all with good cause., are possessed with
varying degrees of par anoia . Writing .ttJis has not
helped . We envision hosts of county sheriffs beating down the doors to The Lawrentian and jailing the ·
editors unless they tell their sources. The editors
don't even know we're writing this and they might
not publish it. Paranoia would be relieved, but a
- story would go untold.
We felt that those of you who use drugs should
know what a dealer knows and feels. This couldn't
have been done a couple of years ago, when tewels
under the door and opened windows accompanied
the lighting of a joint. The whole. attitu~e to".'ard
drugs of all kinds has changed mcred1bly smce
we 've begun here, and the role of the dealer has
changed as well . Dealers can be more c~sual and
more open , but don't be put off by our caution. If we
were discovered with a pound of do_pe or~ thousand
amphetamines , it would be very upsetting. There
re bad dealers however, and we hope trus article
~elps put tl)em out of business. ~Jers don't h~ve
to deal. They could get small quantitie~ ef drugs lik_e
most people. It's a nice way to save a h!tle money, 1f
things go right, and you meet some mce people. If

we didn 't believe in what we are doing, you can be
sure we wouldn't risk prison just for the few bucks
that a small time dealer makes . To make more than
a couple hundred dollars dealing at Lawrence, there
would have to be a rather voluminous trade and an
absence of smoke. We have made about $150 in a
good term, with the rest going up in smoke. A.
student can make more than that working at
Downer with less committment. The dealer usually
spends no less th~n 10 hours a week in procuring
preparing, and distributing his wares, and often hi~
hours number up to 25 or 30. He usually samples his
product before he sells it, so he can give his
customers a fair appraisal. The dealer is a community servant. .
.
If anyone would like to debate our points meet us
at the bus barn behind Stephenson at 11 p.m. Sun~ay. We'l! be wearing matching, leather fringed
Jackets with day-glow "Smoke Weed" patches on
the back, purple leather brimmed hats , and flag
bellbottoms. We'll be carrying a duffel bag.

Now Thru Thurs.
"CHARIOTS OF
THE GODS"

Starts Fri. , Feb. 8th
Paul Newman
Robert Redford
"THE STING "

TWIN CINEMA

MARC2
2621 N . ONEIDA 739-3821

ENDS SUNDAY
Barbra Streisand
Robert Redford
" THE WAY WE WERE "
Mon. & Tues. 2 p.m. & 8 p.m.
American Film
Theatre Presents
"BUTLEY"

Alan Bates

NOWTHRUWeekdays & Saturday
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Survey Checks Use of ''Speed''
by Karen Cleary
AMPHETAMINE USE AT LAWRENCE:
WHO WHY AN D WHEN.

Drug Committee
To Rewrite Law
by Chris McCarthy
A Drug Committee has recently been put ~oget~er
to revise the present Drug policy of the·Umvers1ty .
At its first meeting last Wednesday , January 30, the
members of the committee discussed the old policy,
LUCC number 20, and the criticisms that Thomas
Headrick Vice President for Academic Affairs, had
voiced regarding it.
·
The committee was created on the suggestion of
Headrick that the old policy be revised. He based
this recommendation on a case brought before the
Judicial Board last year . It was decided by the J .
Board that the legislation was too vague to be
useful , and should be more specific as to how it
could determine that someone had violated the
rules , and what was meant by 'dangerous drugs and
hallucinogens .''
The committee is chaired by Chris McCarthy , a
representative of LUCC . Two other members of the
committee, Emmet Morris and Marwin Wrolstad,
Vice President for Business Affairs , come from the
Council . The other three members are Sarah
Larson , a student, Stephen Hirby , the Dean of Men ,
and William Perreault, Asst. Professor in Biology .
The Committee also plans to look into the legal
problems , for the University , as well as for .the.user
and to consider present knowledge of those drugs
commonly used on campus.

Users Find Same
Medical Services
"Alcohol is our major problem , followed by
people who get depressed and misuse prescription
drugs . Problems with illegal drugs have decreased
lately."
This was the reply of Dr. Keith Keane, health
center physician , when asked the extent of the drug
problem at Lawrence.
"Of course," Keane continued, "no really accurate picture, in terms of statistics, could be
formed here at the center , because we usually only
see those who are trying to quit or are so bad ·that
they need medical assistance."
Medical services offered to Lawrence students
with drug problems are the same as those offered to
students with any other medical problem ; the two
Appleton hospitals and the university health center.
However, those who report for counseling have
their records kept in a separate, locked file . These
records are not included in the individual's health
record.

Last Novembe~ two enterprising Lawrence
.
D'ck Broo'k and Henri Minette , set out to
seniors , 1
.
. " eed " usage on
discover informat10n concernmg ~p
d
Motivated by personal mter est an an
~~i;:;:~ent in their Problems in Research and
Methodology (Anthropology 23) . class , Brook and
Minette sent out 128 questio~naires to on-campus
students at random and got a return of 64.
This smattering of Lawrence students p~oved to
be quite an equally distributed and diversely
opinionated cross section of the student body.
Female-male ratio was about 50-5~; the group was
also fairly well distributed accordmg to class. The
answer sheets were designed to assure the
anonymity of the respondent ; however , so1:1e
students did sign their names . The s_urvey was mtended to determine the exte~t of, attitudes towar~,
and reasons for amphetamme use . _The sur_ve~ s
main goal was to see if amphetamme us~ 1s 1~fluenced by academic pressure. Ampheta1:1mes, m
this case were designated as those st~m~ants
available, only with a physician 's perscript10n or
obtained illegally.
The most revealing results were as follows :
- 25 per cent of students polled had taken amphetamines at least once.
-Of the students who used speed , 54 per cent were
male and 46 per cent were female . 23 per ~ent of
those questioned had used speed while at
Lawrence.
.
- A majority of the students polled felt the prima~y
reason for speed usage is to assist students m
academic work .
- It seemed to be a general b~lief that approximately 45 per cent of all Lawrence students
use speed ; those people who were not _a mphetamine users tended to think the percentage
users was higher than the mean; those who took
speed tended to think the percentage was lower.
-Of the 25 per cent who indicated they used speed,
most admitted the reason was neglect of
academic work, resulting in amphetamine use
when normal study patterns could not accomodate work loads . -

- The primary re.asd~n ftordtabking speoo, accomi~.
to users , was m 1ca e
y 75 per cent ~'""'ti
positive respondents to be academic work· of the
cent of users' primary purpose was ~ 20J>er
pleasure.
l'lonal
- In an attempt to correlate work load and
use , those surveyed were asked to label SJleed
work load as heavy, medium, light etc It their
teresting to note that females often r~garded
work load as "light", whereal!., males tended
feel they were more often burdened With to
"heavy" work load.
a
- Those students acquainted with amphelaJnine
users indicated a higher percentage of apPl'VVa)
of speed use than students who had only limited
contact with users.
-Students questioned concerning their Pl'elent
. attitude toward amphetamine use gave lbia
response :
strongly approve, 3 per cent
mildly approve, 25 per cent
undecided, 8 per cent
mildly disapprove, 39 per cent
strongly disapprove, 25. per cent
-Freshmen tended to approve more strongly of
amphetamine use than upperclassmen.
-Of those students who were undecided in their
attitude toward amphetamine use before coming
to Lawrence, most now tend to label their attitude
" mild disapproval." Those who were decided In
their attitudes remain~ fairly faithful to their
original convictions.
Brook and Minette were interested in determining
whether or not". . . the Lawrence academic community was indirectly Cl'eating an environment
which encouraged amphetamine use among
students." The answer, they discovered, was not
that readily apparent. There is an · increase in
amphetamine use among students after coming to
Lawrence. Whether this is due to academic load,
peer group pressure or freedom resulting from
leaving home, Brook and Minette were not able to
discover . Nevertheless, their data and results are
sigi:iifican t ~nan understanding of ~phe~~
and-or abuse at Lawrence.
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Froin the Journal of
J. Alfred Surestone
Dark have been my dreams of
late. Dark as my own personal
darkness , and that darkness is
Egyptian tomblike. I smoked It
again last night.
I scratched the stubble on my
chin with a shakey hand . I hadn't
shaved for two weeks , because
my hand was uncertain, and I
couldn't find the mirror . Light
came in dimly through the cellar
windows, and I moved to them
and watched, mesmerized, the
indifferent feet of passers-by. I
jumped back, horrified , when a
face sudd e nl y appeared- and
became calm only when I
realized that it was my own face
reflected in the glass .
" My God ," I thought as I
walked back to my chair, tripping over my latest copy of the
New York Times (I wrapped it in
back issues ), "My God , why do I
do It? " Last time I smoked It, I
dreamt I was in Madison
Square Garden , at Ringside. It
was the fifteenth round of a fight
between Ernest Hemingway and
Joseph Conrad. In the aisle next
to me a sobbing man was hurling
himself against a monolith . I felt
a hand on my shoulder. It was
Robert Young . "You're next ,
son," · he said gently . I climbed
into t~e ring, . and woke up
smashing my fists against the
cement wall of my room . My
knuckles haven't healed yet.

THIS SELF-PORTRAIT was drawn
desperate experience on it.
I recall the day I was first introduced to It. It was given to me
by a man I shall call . . . "man."
"Here," he had said, simply.
" What is it , 'man ' ?" I asked.
. " Marijuana ," he whispered,
hi s face twitching uncontrollably .
He began to babble rapidly in
Spanish .
He led me out of his shack and
checking my wallet, I drov~
away.
Since then I have huddled like a
mollusk in a shell , within my
room , not answering the door or
phone. I looked over my confused
room <I haq taken to rearranging
~~e furniture after smoking It).
O~ce more ," I thought. " I will
try it once more. Have I not tried
all else?" I ran my hand sadly

by

Surestone duriJlg 8

over volumes upon v~um~
the great .works of philosopalled
and religio\JS thinkers, r~ob 85
my years in the army,.mY l
a i,ocial worker · · ·
med to
I drifted away, and see desert
be walking through 8 ·ns ~
towards a range of mountaiof ·the
I came to the foot of onfd man
mountains I saw an °fire He
warming himself by 8 leaning
caught sight of me, ros~ to me,
on his staff, and beerdskon the fire,
He motioned towa . f ~
and I sat next to h!m, With
strangely
euphoric. out an
trembling hands he
fipgel'
ancient book. Runningd to me, iP
alorig the page, he reatorY which,
a quavering voice, a 5rernetnbel'·
to this day, I cannot

dr~rs

Percentage

and Enrollment
bliShiP

between . economics and student
important one - if only because it is so little
~
ibstantial disagreement exists on the subject as
un~~.t y the differing views of Richard Canterb~y
"!~ii A1fflli5Sion, and Professor Morton Schwa_rtz. '
pifeC «.blJrY'asserts that increased tuition costs have no
C8IJ tbe quality of students who are admitted to
~~ ID tact, despite the plunge in SAT scores, the AdLBW'tiott questions whether the qu_ality of students acjpjplsJ°:tLawreDCe has d~lined at all. They have yet to excell ~ the divergence between the national
~e. 11.edble and the decline at Lawrence.
In the ~dent's Repor_t on the Economic State of the

t

Matric~lation Freshmen who rank
n 1st Decile of H.S. Class
Men ·

1959
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

1973

I"':":'tblS measure, the quahty of students has not declined·

US:, anowmg for an occasional bad year, the quality ha~
~ relatively stable". Yet, there appears to be a

de{initedownward trend iri the percentage of incoming freshwborankecf.in the first decile of their high school class. If
rnen (lllic factors are not .involved, what has caused the
re:ne., Does the problem.lie in our own recruitment efforts
in the quality and quantity of our catalogues and othe;
rt b)ications? Does it lie in the decline of the relative value of
P1·vate liberal arts education, or a declining reputation of

~ - Vnivers!ty relative to other institutions? ·~
Pf(iesspr Schwar~ points to possible economic factors .
He believes lhat fewer and fewer truly excellent students are
entering Lawrence, As the relative difference between public
and private institutions decr~ses, more of the exceptional
students will turn towards the state universities. Present
govemtnent loans for education also contribute toward this

frend.
Th&cMLproblem 1n evaluating the economic effects on
studentenrollments i~volves the quantification of the benefits
ofprivateiQVB public education. Will a student accrue twice as
many b@Defits by going to a private institution and paying
perhapslwice the price of a public education? What are the
types of jobs ·that can be expected upon gradu~tion? Will a
graduate from a private university earn the higher wages?
Wbatvalue can be placed ·upon the "status" or "prestige" of
graduating from a good, private institution? Unfortunately,
Ille data is lacking.

For example, a recent economic study attempted to
discover which factors attributed most to a student's comprehension of course material. The test was given to students
in introductory economic courses. It did not conclude that
students in the private, liberal arts colleges learned more than
th~ in private institutions; neither did it show that students
from small classes obtained more comprehensive knowledge
of economics than did those in large classes. The only

correlation drawn was that-between the number of hours a

student spent reading the course material and his comprehension. Even different economics texts made little impact
on the students knowledge of economics. The conclusions of
~ test are disappointing to those who have maintained t~at
Pnvate, liberal arts institutions make a more substantial
contribution to a. student's education. ·
The relationship ' between economics a~d enrollment is
complicated and not yet.fully understood. What students are
looking for in terms of educational possibilities, and the
~anner in which they weigh various costs and benefits are
highly subjective and, as such, difficult to evaluate. Perhaps
~ natural superiority of private institutions that was, not too
ongago, taken for gra.nted, must now be empirically proven .

Fee Free
Student -Checking
NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIRED

·e COR~ER STATE AND LAWRENCE STREETS
TELEPHONE: 739-3651

- LOBBY:
S~
• DRIV£-IN: 9

1959
1960

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

F~:·

9 to 3 Mon.-Thurs., 9 to 8
to 5 Mon.-Thurs., 9 to 8 F •

Math

548
568
580
590
588
622
628

Verbal
537
567
575
577
587
593
599

644
622
632
614

610
605

601
591
590
577
569
561

609

599
586
583

-

Canterbury Explains
Matriculation Situation
by Paul Donnelly
ranked in the first decile of their
Higher prices are not a .reason high school class. In 1966, 45
for the decline in the quality of percent of the men and 85 percent
students entering Lawrence , of the women graduated in that
according to Richard Can- category . No.w, only 25 percent of,
terbury , Director of Admission. the men and 47 percent of the
While the Administration is women were in the first decile of
"pleased with the number and their high school class.
quality of students whom we have
Canterbury claims that it is
admitted in the past, and .. . . " just a tougher business ._.. more
anticipate no serious enrollment colleges are scrambling for
fluctuations in the immediate better kids ... we simply did less
future .. . ," the statistics show a well ... Nobody likes the tuition
percipitous decline in the types of ificreases ... it doesn 't make my
students who are entering job any easier."
Lawrence. Between 1966 and
1972, the SAT Math scores for
matriculating Lawrence Freshman dropped 58 points ; during
that same period, the national
average dropped only 14 points .
The Verbal SAT score for
Lawrence Freshman dropped 41
points , while the nati?nal
average declined only 24 pomts .
In analyzing the statistics ,
howe.ver, it should be noted that
by Chris McCarthy
1966 was an exceptional year for
The effect of the $300 dollar rise
Lawrence (see charts).
in tuition is going to restrict the
Canterbury was quick to stress number of students coming to
that " as far as we know," the Lawrence, according to Morton
decline cannot be attributed to Schwartz ,
instructor
in
the rise in tuition costs , because economics. He explained that this
Lawrence does not lose students · is part of a national trend among
to state schools. He points to two small liberal arts colleges. In
reasons for the decline. First, the combination with the new
number of students taking the Federal Loan policy , the rising
SAT 's more than once h_a s cost of a Lawrence education is
declined, while the average . m- going to drive the in -state
crease in score betwe~n th~ first students, who are the majority of
and the second testmg 1s 30 our student body, to the state
points . Secondly' becaus~ fewer universities.
and fewer schools reqmre the
Schwartz said that in the
SAT , fewer students and different futur e, we will have to draw our
types of test takers are now student body from out of state
residents , primarily from the two
taking it.
Anotherindicationof the type of coasts , and also from the other
student entering Lawrence is the colleges which have folded . He
percentage of Freshma n who added that Lawrence was too
good to fold . But he fe_lt that the
quality of Lawrence 1s sure to
drop . Because of the rise in cost ,
only the very rich and the very
poor receiving aid will be able to
come here .. This will reduce the
se lectivity we can presently
exact of applicants. This means
For the best buys in.:
that , according to Schwartz, that
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
we will be getting fewer brilliant
ART and
s tud e nts , and more above
DRAFTING SUPf>LIES
a verage students .
Coupled with a definite trend ,
as he saw it, of favoring
213E.
~
graduate-oriented or publishingCol~ege Ave. - ., "
directed professors, there will
arise a dichotomy between the

Wrolstad:

Fee Increase
For Inflation
by Emmett Morris

Recently , students received a
notice from President Smith that
next year 's tuition fee would rise
$300 from this year's . Marwin
Wrolstad, the Vice President for
Business Affairs , said that
" inflation was the villain in the
piece ". Last year there was a 7.36
percent inflation as recorded by
the consumer price index . This
year )t has been about 10 percent.
Thus , in the last two years , there
has been an inflation of roughly
18 percent. Last year 's tuition
included.a 3. 2 percent increase in
tuition .
So, the university had to increase tuition to meet cost. It is
also depending on a rise in income through gifts of 11 percent,
which is the high est in
Lawrence 's histor y . Th e e ndowment is expected to increase
by 7 percent.
Wrolstad explained that the
extra tuition would go into paying
for faculty salaries which ha ve
not kept up with inflation. It is
estimated that last yea r ,
Lawrence profes sor s los t 5
percent in actual purchasing
power.
Another recipient of the fee
increase is the heating bill . In the
next four years, the heating bill is
expected to rise from $70,000 to
$250,000.
Food costs will also claim a
portion of the extra fee . In the
last two years food costs have
increased by 19.7 percent.
Finally , Wrolstad added that
the comprehensive fee will
hopefully have to pay for only 60
percent of our education as opposed to the present 65 percent.

Schwartz

Quality of Student
To Drop in Future

Sylvester &
Nielsen, Inc.

lite OUTAGAmle eAnK

Total
36 'iu
40
48
42
36
43
47
62
46
.44
52
43
48
43
37

47 c,,.,
55
66
61
52
55
66
85
58
62
62
62
54
52
47

SAT SCORES FOR MATRICULATING
LAWRENCE FRESHMEN

. ·~ Smith wrote that the "(r)ank in class is a better

~~li,a~demic succe~s at Lawrence than SAT scores.

Women

22 %
28
34
26
24
34
34
45
36
31
42
26
39
34
25

1960

student and the professor which
he believed would culminate in
" an explosion ". While we would
be getting fewer high-powered
students , we would be getting
more and more intensely highpower~d teachers. They would
favor the exceptional students,
and there would be few of those.
This creates a situation where the
faculty buries itself in publishing ,
taking teaching as a necessary
burden to being paid for their
work.
The _problems faced by
Lawrence center around the fact
that large ·universities can offer
technical degrees in addition to a
solidly-based , general education ;
they are cheaper both for out-ofstate and in-state students ,
although the difference is
narrowing
between ,
sa y
Lawrence and Madison for out-ofstate students ; and finally , these
institutions are now e xperimenting
with
college
clusters . That is, universities are
dividing up into many little
colleges about the size of
La wrence to provide students
with the personalization they
seek here. In that way , the large
universities are able to offer the
advantages of a huge institutionvast computer facilities , complex
laboratory equipment, etc. and at .
the same time create the favored
atmosphere of the small liberal
arts college.

Game Theory EmplOyed
In Exhaustive Analysis
by Gary J. Richardson
Credit must always be given
where it is due. Lawrence
University leaves very much to
be desired as a social center.
There are very few times when
there isn't some form of
scholastic endeavor being pursued by some A-hungry mongrel
in the outer reaches of the
geology Jab busily talking to his
rocks in hopes that they will give
him the answer that will resolve
the queries of many who have
come ahead of him seeking the
same knowledge: "What are you,
rock? What are you made of?
Why are you here? Why are you
the only thing separating me
from an A?"
Fortunately (though unfortunately for some professors
who would be embarrassed to
learn this) · there are many
students who have found
themselves with enough time on
their hands so that they have
been able to allocate their time to
the art of playing games. These
are not the kind of games that
students play with the professors
(e.g. How much B.S. can't I stick
in to stretch this paper from the 5
pages I have to the 20 he wants?)
The games of which I speak are
honest games that the class of '74
can buy two days before it
graduates and then get together
to play two days after graduation
when everyone gets tired from
looking for a job they will never
get anyway.
What kind of games are there?
How many can you think of?
There are games such as
"Feudal" where you can test
your skill at being a medeival
lord against that of someone else ,
and History 22 isn't a
prerequisite I There are other
games where you can test your
legal skill before it is sucked out
after you take the LSAT test.

calls for the computer to pick a
Another game gives you a chance
four digit number , and you have
to play the stock market in 111:ake
to use logic to find the number;
believe fashion ; everything,
logic in this case being educated
including the dishonesty c;.an be
guesses.
real if you can find someone who
is expert at cheating. Cheating · There are also games that are
makes it more fun , and gives you played frequently at places other
potential
for
eliminating than Lawrenceland. Card games
someone you really can't stand. head this list. The games of bid
whist and bridge are as good of
Lawrence University's ef- an excuse as any not to read 60
ficient, busy sounding (the hum pages of government. Monopoly
of the machines is a song called is the most fun to play when there
'!Strictly Business") clean are five people playing who have
smelling (a fresh bottle fills the a final the next day in the same
air at every sniff that is not class and none of them have
perpetrated by the flu). Comfor it.
puter Center has also managed to studied
Let us not forget foosball, the
provide some entertainment for game that requires a very quick
the student (there can't be more
wrist and a quarter . There are
than one) with time on his hands.
They have gone through the time seemingly endless lines for
and trouble of putting games into people who are just dying for the
the computer programs. As chance to beat someone, usually
many as sixteen people can run to a good friend , 9-2 and come away
Youngchild and match wits with with victory and a sore wrist.
Before rushing to get your work
the computer. Among the ·games
listed are Blackjack §,I. Roulette . sloppily done so you can get to
When the computer takes on its work on these games - some
Monte Carlo character, it refers advice. Playing the games when
to itself as "Max" and is con- you are dead tired and know you
stantly in a pad mood . For this should be studying for a final for
reason, as well as your own in- the next day is the best way to
terest and a lesson on what life enjoy them. Secondly, if given the
really is , Max has to be one of the choice between doing your work
biggest cheaters ever to not file a and playing the games when you
tax return . And he freely admits are finished and not playing the
that he has a dishonest streak, games at all, take a third
especially when you make a alternative: don't do any work.
mistake.
For the jocks there is football,
something they all can relate to.
The computer does its job there
to make it interesting by calling
penalties just in the middle of a
down field march that Bob Griese
would copy. So extensive was the
(LUN)-Lawrence Univereffort to create games that there sity's 121-year-old Main Hall has
was something designed for the been declared a historic building
philosophy department, which and entered in the National
rarely gets more than moral
Register of Historic Places by the
support. The game, called pic'a
National Park Service.
Announcement of the selection
was made Tuesday by Rep.
Harold V. Froehlich m., Appleton) , who said he had been
notified by National Park Service
Director Ronald K Walker.
Main Hall is the first building in
Appleton and the second in
Outagamie County to be entered
in the National Register , joining
the Grignon House in Kaukauna.
In all , 89 sites in Wisconsin are
now listed in the Register.
President Thomas S. Smith
said "Lawrence is pleased that
Main Hall has been recognized
for its prominent role at the
college an? in the community."
The National Register is the
official schedule of the nation 's
cultural property that is worth
sa·, ing . According to further
provisions of the Historic
Prese'.vation Act of 1966, which
established the Register , it is a
protec tive_
inventory
of
irreplaceable resources across
the face of the land.
Main Hall was nominated for
entry m the_ Register by James
Morton Smith: director of the
State Historical Society in
Madison. It has been brought to
Morto_n's attention by Francis
Summcht, of Appleton , president
of_ the Outagamie Count
H1stoncal Society and formet
Apple~on postmaster. The State
H1~toncal Society sent an ar1ch1tectural survey team to Appleton last summer to gathe
information.
r
'.l'h«r Main Hall cornerstone was
IT MIGHT be worth your while to find out the
I
lat~ _Jun~ 28, 1853, and the
Appleton street pictured here.
name of the bu1ld1_n'g was ~ompleted the
followmg year. As the only

THE OPPORTUNITY is available f9r · an
depricated student to seek new destinations pla ·
on any of the many campus terminals.

Myers - March
Co-Chair D.C.
by Chris McCarthy
Last Monday, Jan . 29, the
Downer Council chose Meredith
Myers, a sophomore, and Sally
March, a freshman, to share the
chairmanship. At the same time,
Patti Raines was elected as
Secretary- Treasurer; Sarah
Collins as Publicity Director; and
Katie Borman and Connie Albert
as Alumni Relations officers. The
only acfual election was for the
post of Secretary-Treasurer. The
other posts were not contested.

Main Hall Entered
In National Register
campus building at Lawrence
between 1857 and 1889, it served
as a dormitory , chapel , theatre,
library, town hall , and concert
hall as . well as housing
classrooms and faculty offices. It
now is used for classrooms and
offices' of the humanities and
social sciences departments.
The State Historical Society
described Main Hall as "a rare
example of Boston NeoClassicism" and attributed
choice of this style to "the architectural taste of the school's
primary benefactor, Amos A.
Lawrence , of Boston. "
Although Main Hall has been
renovated several times in its
121-year history , its basic
structure has remained undisturbed. The porticos at the
front and side entrances were
added during the presidency of
Samuel G. Plantz 0894-1924) and
the four Ionic pilasters at the 'rear
entrance were erected during the
term of Nathan M. Pusey 0 944 _
1953 ).
The State Historical Society's
nomination noted that " the
building is in excellent conditi'o n"
and that " the attitude of the
school 's administrators , faculty,
studen~. and alumni indicate
that. this building is well apprec_1ated and will, most likely,
contmu_e to be preserved.
The interior of Main Hall is
sch~duled. / for
renovation,
begmnmg m 1975, with a portion
of the ~oney currently being
so~~ht m the university's $l0
milh~m capital campaign. A _
proximately $800,000 will be spe~t
rea_rranging space to provide
or _smaller classrooms, more
seminar rooms, and larger
facu_Jty_ offices. Heating and
v~n_hlahon, lighting, electrical
~mng _ and plumbing systems
a so will be improved.

t

The two co-chairmen were
recommended by . a slating
committee of seniors.
In the future, the meetings will
be less··uke "business meetings!'.
Myers explained that now that
there is .an executive committee,
many of the mundane matters
can be · decided outside of the
meetings, and then reported to
the Council. This frees the
meeting-time for more interesting activities.
The Councjl also discuad the
possibility of getting.a new room
for them to meet in. Negotiation
between Pan Hel, Colman, and
Downer Council is in progres.,.
D.C. hopes to occupy the room
held by the now defunct ?.eta
Sorority. It will remain for the
Council to come to an agreement
with . Kathy Miller, a onetime
Zeta president, about the fur·
· niture in the room.
The Woman's 'Center, as the
room has been called, is next to
the Downer Room. The Council
hopes to use the room as an iiiformation center on women, as
well as a meeting place. It will be
open to both men and women.
The Downer Room, which ~
15
Council has used in the past,
officially closed to men.
Several announcements '!ere
made during the meebng.
1
Planned Parenthood has given
the Council some buttons and
stickers to sell on campus. ~:~
say "Love Carefully".
d
buttons will sell for-25 cents an
the stickers for 50cents. They can
be picked up from Dow:
Council members and from M
Dean's. Office through ~Pillinger, the Dean of Wot~
Next Thursday, Feb. 'eet
women's rap group will m ·
.
. an 1·ntroductor)'
· T he meetmg 1s
· d
meeting, organized by ~ye~hl~
Margee Greenberg, in
el
interested women can togall
together and r!'P· It is ~pen m. in
women and wdl be at 7.30P·
the Do~ner Room in ~olm8:i at
The only business discu: the
the meeti-ng c~ncernebe held
Women's SympPSIUffld ~ will coApril 8-14. BWA an
oaviS,
sponsor a film on Angeltha sytn·
and a · speaker f~r e 1ven
posium. Elliot Berlin
an $80 grant from Grants

w:/EX·

perimental Projec

committee for a Ph°"!
'Women at LawreJI
be shown during th.a
Hope Davis
meeting until
-T hea E11ery

Thea's last
head.

ton

will

'

'w?men's
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Basketball Spirits
\

\

High Despite Many Hassles
by Phoeb Grant

MUCH TO THE ANGUISH

and amazement of the enemy

number "01", Marcia de. Cramer drives for an unusual lefthanded lay-up.

Wo~en Drown ~ipon
Rallying from a disappointing
defeat at the hands of Carroll
College last weekend, the
Lawrence Women's Swim Team
lrolDlced ~pon College 57-17
.Monday, January 28, 1;tt Alexan~ GYJllP&~um.

. .. .
were in-fine form
throughout the competition as
'111e Vikes

Ibey captured every event in the
entire meet save the _ 50 yard

breaststroke.
Three Lawrence women's
rec«ds were shattered as freshmenMuffySchumway (1:04.5) in
the 100 yard . freestyl'e and
Melanie Johnson (1 :29.4) in the
100 yard baekstroke and sefiior
Captain Kathy Miller (39.2) in the
50 yard butterfly: all erased
previous times. Additionally
Schumway and Johnson broke
pool records in their respective

events.

Other Lawrence firsts were
~en Julie Nestigen (50 yard
reestry)e), SJ\erry Friese (100
Yard backstroke) and Schumway
UOO Yard IM>.
·
The key to the Vike victory

1. IIU1 lldley, Gr,
2, Dave Woodward. JCnox
3, 09otrrv Mo~r-.y, s. o.
4, Id llcFalls, Coe
S, Leon Smith, Carl,
6, !!Db ','.oight, Cam,
7, Doug Pyre, Lav.
8, Bonnie Col-, lion.
9, Toa Gillhouoe, Hen.
10, Quincy Rogers, Lav,
U, Fran Rohlman, Coe
12. Kuk Weston, Com.
13. Garland Smith, Coe
14, Rod 'l'rlte, Rip.
Heil Alexander, Mon.
16, Ilana Bualee, s. o.
17, Dave Eggert, Rip.
Dave Svenson, Bel,
MaCJ.enty Robinson, Bel.

20 • RanclY Kuhlman, Com.
Larry Johnson, Bel. -

22,
~·
•
~·
•

'Z1'

Jim Miller, s. o.
llonovan Hunter, Mon.
llon Sorenson, s o
Tia Kelley, Law: •
Riek WoUin, s. o.
Gary Pokom, Knox
Donnie Moes, Gr,

seemed to be the squad's great
depth as evidenced by the team's
domination of the second and
third place spots. Junior Sarah
"Ousie" Ousley took a strong
second in the 100 yard backstroke
as did junior Hannah Eisner in
the 100 yard breastroke. Junior
Jan Iverson and Johnson each
placed third, Jan in the 100 yard
breaststroke and Melanie in the
100 yard IM .
The Vike 200 yard IM relay
team swam to an easy first place
(2:32.6) as Eisner, Johnson,
Miller and Frise found Ripon no
competition . Miller and Friese
returned in the 200 yard freestyle
relay along with Nestigen and
Schumway and Lawrence again
dominated the event (2 :07.9)
finishing well ahead of the
competition.
Freshman Pam Stark, the
. Vikes lone diver, took the I-meter
event with· ease as she outdived
her Ripon opponent 133-92.
The Vikes next travel to Green
Bay for a meet against the "Y"
Senior Girls on February 4.

G

FG

FT

Tl'

Avg.

2
4

21

. 26.5

5

54

11
19
2
10

53

'J')

97
110
76

4

J4

45
6
46
41
6
4
29
4 · Z1
6
J4
4
Z1
6
J6
4
Z1
6
35
4
25
JO
5
6
J2
24
4
4
21
6
JJ
4
16
5 19
4
17
Z1
5
6
Z1
23
5,
2
7
4
19

5

5

95

21
24
7
10
24
7
14
4
6
2
J

113
106

11

75

65
64
92
61
90

56
76
52
63'

2
50
6
50
6
72
48
16
20 · 56
46
12
' 56
2
66
12
6
52
20
6
40
2

24.2
22 .0
19.5
19,0
16.6
17.6
1 6. 2
1 6 .0
15 , 3
15 , 2
15.0
14.5
l J .O
lJ.O
12 .6
1 2 ,5
12 .5
1 2 .5
1 2.0
1 2.0
11. 6
11.5
11. 2
11.0
10.4
10.0
10.0

For a change " t d . ·
second" t
s u ymg comes free-throws as well as field goi!Is.
L
·
~
something at
The coaches realize their ofawrence University . This is the fense is deficient, but they
case fo~ Coach Jay de Novo of the sta~ted with even less before
wo~en s basketball team The
reality of the. team "after .th ree their g_rueling practices shaped
Years of trymg to raise an in- up the mexperienced players. De
Novo admits his mistakes as a
terest and the money " .
source of h
.
is a great rookie coach and is doing his
I'k
appmess to players best to undo damage . He cost
1 e ~eb Halberstadt.
the t~a.m valuable members by
An _msight to the cause of the not g1vmg credit where due, but
funding hassle is given by patched quarrels, mended the
Athletic Director Ron Roberts team with the knowledge that
who often faces the sam~ there's "too much at stake to
problem when budgeting a year have personal grudges or
m a?vance. The toughest job is preferences."
makmg the administration aware
:he women · which comprise
of a..need ; they sit and wait for it ~his team of intense players are
to coi:ne when it comes." By mterested in sports as an outlet
del~g.a~mg the decision on new for frustrations and as an imactivities to LUCC , students are portant facet of their lives. The
forc~d to organize their preferred various reasons which cause
pastimes and prove its worth to them to stick with it show their
peers and faculty before its ~iversity. Some, like March, play
permanence is assured.
purely for enjoyment." Others
W~men's sports, although take the game very seriously
prev10usly ignored at LU have and, quoting Anne Webster
been on the rise at high ;chools "play like guys would play." A
and other colleges for some time. firm believer in the liberation of
Even the first attempts here were women, Lilas Jones quit the team
S? badly treated that players had after "being used as a political
g1~en the feeling of being merely issue." But Pat Chapple came
bemg humored-they're into it back not only because she really
now, but they'll get over it. wants to play and is having fun,
Despite the difficulty of getting but also to "take the strain off
the ball bouncing, Coach .Mike de academics." The competitive
Longe points out that "it's going spirit is wtiat captures Nancy
now and should develop into a Kramer. And senior Halberstadt
successful and active program." regrets "not having more of a
After being cut down for so Jong, chance to be involved with this
Marcia De Cramer is "glad that because team work really does
there is finally some enthusiasm fine things to your head."
for such a ·good thing."
The epitomy of dedication is
But . the future, let alone the found in Jay de Novo . A
present, isn't all roses for the basketball fanatic in every way,
women . After weathering a he came upon his decision to
coaching controversy, Sally become involved because he was
March expresses the present "tired of not making any conneed is for "a little more structive contribution. It's too
organization." Most hampering easy to just sit at Lawrence and
to the team is the Jack of money- there didn't seem to be anyone
without the necessary funds it's with significant interest in
almost ridiculous to have a team. · making Larry U a better place."
And it goes to follow that with Ideally seeing . himself as a
more money there could be more "factor of change in his engames causing a better team vironment," he siezed upon this
spirit. From the spectator's point opportunity to do something
of view, the team appears to need where he felt he "knew a great
a great deal of practice shooting deal, had the desire, and had a
Midwest Conference

Monmuth
Coe
St. Olaf
Ripon
Beloit.

w

L

Pts.

Opp.

4
4
4
J
2

0
0
1
J
2

76,5

(/?,O

91,5
6J.6
72.6

66.2
73,6
74,l

65 . 0

63,5

Game Tuesday (Jan. 29)

Lavrenoe
Cornell
JCnox

C&l'leton
Grinnell

w

L

Pts.

Opp.

2
2
l
l
0

4
4
3
4
2

66.6
71,5
66.7

87 ,0
71,5

65.0

73,2
69,2

69.0

70,5

Results Last Week

vision of a good thing ." As an
inexperienced coach , he feels it's
"too early to tell what's really
occuring," but seems to be a
qualified judge of ability.
With a "hell of a lot of talent to
be developed ," it would be difficult to be anything but optimistic . The intelligent women
are very promising and "really
get it going." One player's
"fluidness will make her better
than most men." The team's
defense is their strongest asset
and they are now concentrating
on the " confident ball handling
and offensive plays" for which
they have much potential.
Dropping their first game, the
women put themselves through
horrendous
practices
in
preparation for the Ripon game .
The conditioning paid off as they
almost pulled out a win by cutting
turnovers from 36 to 14 and
evening those up with 11 steals.
The only bright spot in the loss to
Appleton East was the amazing
defense- miraculously allowing
only 44 points against 40 turnovers . "Beaten by the officials"
against Appleton Xavier , the
team members never gave up
and tried to keep hope alive until
the bitter end.
"Not aiming to set any records
this year," de Longe enjoys
playing against the team in the
process of coaching. But Roberts
feels things are looking up even
more and is suggesting new
uniforms for next year's women 's
team. Presently the $100
budgeted for them in 1974-75 is
not nearly enough, with $15 going
to each referee there is nothing
remaining to use for traveling to
challenging away games .
Voicing her involvement with
the organization of women's
basketball, Halberstadt feels
strongly that "the effort that the
team members and coaches have
put into this team is phenomenal
and should be highly respected ."
De Novo expresses "a lot of hope
with this great bunch as they
learn about each other and
working together." He will even
go so far as to say that " if the
team improves as it did between
the first two games , the rest of
the season could be entirely
victorious ." Comparing the
Viking team to other colleges, it
is "extremely possible for
Lawrence to be a national
women 's basketball power in two
years.".

•Rockford at Coe

Gamo Wednesdey (Jan. JO)
•Northwestern Coll . at Lawrence

QQ!:s.~!~ (Feb. 1)
Carle ton at honmouth .
St. Olaf at Knox
Cornoll at ll<loit
Grinn•ll at Coe
•Carthage at Ripon

Monmouth 62, st, Olaf 71
Monmouth 56, C&l'leton 56
St. Olaf 79, JCnox 76
C&l'leton 54, ICnox 48
Coe 91, Beloit 611
Ripon 61, Cornell 75
Ripon 70, Grinnell 66
Cornell 100, LaWl'9noe 81
Lawrence 71, Grinnell 70
Non-ConfeNnce

~ ~ ! ! [ & (Feb. 2)
Carl•ton at Knox (1:30)
St. Olaf at Monmouth (l:JO)
Ripon a t La,r~"'::nce

Monmouth 104, llacilul"l'q 74

Cot'nc:,ll at C-:i!l

Grinnell at &..loit
•Non-Cor:fe :-anc9

WE RENT
ALL NEW
FORDS!
. LOW AS

s6 Day,
7~ Mile
"Requirements:"

I. You mu st be 21
2. V;ilid driver's l1 ce n~e

1 Ca sh deposit

321 E. College - 734-5601

LES STUMPF FORD
3030 W. ( ollege Ave
Applrton

7336644

The Institute of Paper
Chemistry bowling team continues to pull away from the H_all
Division pack after the third
session . IPC I has totalled 5929
for a 503-pin lead over Ormsby I,
and an 837-pin lead over offcampus.
In the Fraternity Division the
Phi Dell I team is similarly
following the IPC lead . of
knocking off the compet10n
showing a total of 5613, compared
to the Beta 's 5278, the Dell's 4957
and the Phi Tau 's 4779 totals .
The Thetas enjoy a comfortable lead over their only
competition, the Pi Phis, 26571968.
Individual game high totals for
the third session were Jim
Peterson (Ormsby) with 253 and
Deb Grainger (Theta) , who
narrowly edged out perrenial
star Shary Everman (Phi Tau)
with a 186 game. High individual
series went to Joe Lopatynski
(IPC ) with 638 and Shary
Everman (Phi Tau ) with 495.
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GREEN BAY OPEN BUCKETS
TOURNEY

The Green Bay Park and
Recreation Department announced that the dates for the
27th annual Green Bay Open
Ba sketball Tournament have
been set for Thursday evening,
February 14, and Saturday afternoon and evening, February
16, and Sunday afternoon and
evening, February 17.
Franklin Junior High will once
again be the site for the annual
cage classic.
Individual competition is
limited to amateur basketball
players who are not currently
enrolled in high school or who are
not playing on an organized
college varsity team.
Entry blanks are available
through the Green Bay City Hall.

LUST Men
Mash Carroll
by Mike Loomis

Strong performances by fine game ~o
reserves Tom Brown and Rubin Tim Kelley,
~
"Million Moves" Snowden
("an outstan
enabled the Lawrence Vikings to and forward T
~"l
edge the Grinnell Pioneers 71-70 excelled ip his ·fltit
, "ho
Saturday afternoon and thus earn season.
Of the
a split in last weekend's
The next aftemOOlf.
basketball wars in this state of
the game was a diffj 8 ~
Iowa . The previous night, despite
Not fiampered
a brilliant performance by
refereeing, the ViJa.noY lnepi
sophomore forward. Doug Fyfe of
to fully display thefti tal'Nere able
26 points and 23 rebounds, the
as a result, the outeorn enta 8bd
roundballers suffered - a hearta win for the Vikes ~ended 11p
breaking loss at the hands of explayed a great -ctei"
Bl'ovin
LU buckets coach John Paulsen's
Kaine,
Cornell Rams by the score of 100- . shutting off high
star Bill Bailey
81.
Snowden's floor ~m
"llbin
The final margin was not a true
standing in leading UJ!aa OQ!.
indication of the type of contest
offensive charge.
\likes•
that was played. The game was
The manner in which the
hotly contested throughout with
commenced made it a
Kaine
Lawrence unable to secure any
~H
type of break with the one-sided it would be -a repeat
ni~ht's affair. For the ~Y
home-town referees.
mmutes on the cloeik r..r..k~
Lawrence started off slowly,
co~dn't miss as star; .V.l&IDell
falling behind early by 12 points
~a1ley led the way. At the: BIMI
on deadly shooting by the Cornell
time, Lawrence bit v 1811le
marksmen . At the three minute
mark of the first half a brilliant shots and.as a resultfe)l~ew
the half 39-30. The Vws Were at
maneuver by Vikings coach Russ
11
for 31 in that first statiq
Ullsperger, switching from a
But
in
the
second
llalf
man-to-man defense to a 2-3 zone
and a full court press, paid off roundballers did it all. led lbeby
handsomely as the Vikes Brown and Snowden ti!!, \'lbs
gradually pulled within 5 points · caught Grinnell at -48 al1jl went
halfway through the opening ahead shortly thereifter never
session and stayed there until relin9uis.hing the !ead. The
combmat1on of hustle, defense
halftime.
The second half stayed pretty and- brilliant floor Pl41 did lbe
much the same until the 15 trick. · Coach ~ C!Clb·
minute mark, when Ram forward mented, "We've lild- our good
Bruce Millard, who had done moments but I don't thbik we've
absolutely nothing up to that looked any bet~ tfilli m·lbe
point, decided to "do his thing." second half of this glllle when we
He hit four baskets in a row, overcame that q tWlelt." The
leading Cornell on a 10 point spurt - comeback - was eepecially
and putting the game out of significant since the game was
reach . It was an unfortunate loss played on the opponent's home
for the young Vikes because a court.
number of them played a very

AN UNIDENTIFIED St. Olaf player tries to get past LU
roundballers "Million Moves" Snowden and Pete Hackmeister.

Matmen Fourth at Beloit
Last weekend the Lawrence
University wrestling team placed
fourth out of nine competing
teams in the Beloit College Invitational, amassing a total of 42
team points. Elmhurst College
won the meet easily with 96.5
points, but the Vikings finished
close behind second-place Carroll
College with 48 points and Lewis
College with 43.
·Other finishers in the meet
were Carleton College with 38.5,
Beloit College with 23 Aurora
with 11.5, MATC with 9 and IIT
with 0.
Senior Co-captain Ike Hendrickson, '.VFestling at 118 pounds,
was the only Lawrence victor .
However, senior Co-captain John
Draheim , competing in only his
second meet of the season and
wrestling at 167, along with freshman Tom "Howie" Hughes , at
177, and sophomore Steve
Neuman . in the heavweight, class

The Lawrence University
Swim Team scored another easy
win last weekend over Carroll
College. Led by the powerful
c~ptains Tim Kelly and Terry
Nilles the rel~tively young
Lawrence team had little trouble
scoring a 60-44 win over Carroll.
The medley relay saw freshmen John Cipriani, ·Jim Rand
Paul Cleeremans and sophomore
John "Roy" Davis take a hardfought first against Carroll . In
the 1000 yard free-style Greg
Schrage, not to be left out, battled
Sophomore Mark Hoffman
neck and neck, shoulder to
shoulder with his opponent for 39- left-wing on the Lawrenc~
40 lengths to sprint the final Hockey Team's first line, is The
Lawrentian's first player of the
length to a first place.
, .In the 50 yard freestyle, captain week .
Hoffman, a product of
rim Kelly took an unchallenged
first place to put Lawrence ahead R?chester , Minnesota 's Mayo
20-14. This performance so in- High School, is currently leading
spired freshmen Cipriani and the Yikes in goals scored c5 ),
Cleeremans that they swamped
the opposing team in the 200 yard
IM for a 1-2 finish . The product of
this inspiration was an incredible
2:0.2 by Cipriani in that event.
The diving events saw junior
Tom Cutter virtually ·unopposed
as he took first with 139.75 and
168.1 points . A tired Paul
Cleeremans lost a heart-breaker
in the 200 fly , just missing the
Lawrence Varsity record. In the
100 yard free Davis scored his
usual first with a 0:59.3. When
asked whether the crowd could
ex~ect more of this champion
swimming
Davis
replied
" What?" Another first and third
were taken in the 200 yard by
Kelly and Cipriani. In the 500 free
co-~aptain Terry Nilles fought
Mark Hoffman
valiantly to bring the score to a
51-32 lead for LUST. Rand
assists (6) arid total points scored
repeating his performance of th~
( 11 ) ~or the young 1974 season
previous meet, was toughed out
Wh_1Ie at Mayo, Mark made th~
m the 200 yard breaststroke to startmg line-up as early as .his
come within a heartbeat of the sophomore year, and though the
Lawrence freshman record.
. Spartans never managed much
This weekend the LUSTmen ab?ve .500, Hoffman distintravel to St. Olaf to do battle with guished himself as a conthe tough Minnesota team.

all advanced to the final championship round before losing .
Sophomore Mark Aschilmann ,
126, placed fourth.
The Vikings will be on their
home turf for the first time this
season when they take on Northwestern (Watertown , Wis .) and
Maranatha
Colleges
this
Saturday, February 2, at l :30
p.m . in Alexander Gymnasium .
The Lawrence matmen will be
seeking revenge for an earlier 2517 defeat at the hands of
Maranatha, January 12. If Yikes
Ike Hendrickson, 118, Mark
Aschilmann, 126, Marc Grunert,
142, Robben Campbell, 167, Tom
·Hughes, 177, and Steve Neuman
heavyweight, can follow thei;
earlier form season (versus
Maranatha) Saturday 's meet
should serve to bolster the
Vikings' season record.

3-1 in WCHA

,,

Hockey Wins Jwo
Powered by a nine goal offense, . Green Knights ahead at 15:42 Ii
the Lawrence University Hockey the opening period.
Team pushed its Wisconsin
Four quick goals in the
Collegiate Hockey Association remainder of the J)!l'iod, two by
rec~rd to 3-1 this past weekend by freshman McGee
one each by
takmg back-to-back victories jupio_rs Ross Schennum and
over the University of Wisconsin- Captain Curt Cohen put the Yikes
Parkside and St. Norbert College in the lead for good.
ill
by scores of 2-1 and 7_3
Gr~n Knight forwards B
respectively .
' Marency ~nd Tim Dyer each
The Yikes took a close game scored in the openl»g period to
from the OW-Parkside Rangers keep the game close bu~
at Jones Park Friday night on was no stopping the ~
goals by Joe Barrash and senior Yikes. Chuck Will. Lawrence's first goal
Three second period goals _by
came _on an ice-length breakaway Lawrence's Barrash, junior
m which the Ranger goalie John
"Bobby" Corbett and sophOIIIOre
Burch had no chance
Mark Hoffman wrapped the
With 20 seconds to· go in the game up as the Vddng def~
~ame, t?e Vikes pressed hard and and goaltender Jim "'lbe Snake
mamtamed possession of the , Hissori, playing in his firSt 197:
puck deep in the Ranger zone . conference game, held off.ad
Left-wmg John McGee a rookie strong St. Norbert third pen
on the ~ikes' second llne, found barrage.
.
inBl .
an _openmg and fired a close shot
. With 3 :fll remaining the
which . Burch handled . The UW- period~ center curt Cohen ice
Pa~k_s1de goaltender was in no high-sticked at the centerwiJ)g
pos1 t10n for the rebound however boards. Not 15 seconds
and
~nd Alternate captain Will was McGee was slmilat1Y
Johnney-on-the-spot tucking 1·0 roughed up as both he and~
the puc k for the game
'
winner
Knight forward Tim Ry~I Both
The goal was Will 's second of th~ , for possession of the
and
season .
players dropped their 5"'unidellLawrence's only previous
began fl~;a!, tried to
conference defeat came at the fists
tified St. .Norbert l""'o!-)JellCb ID
hands of these same Rangers on join the frenzy frODl the ensen!an
January 13, as the Vikes fell 6-5 the delight of Vike -1er~,, the
on a goal scored with 45 seconds Tom Hughes who 11du)>l)8D
to play.
Knight with a solid
t. IJrOOk
The
. victory enabled Lawrence
As
a
result
of
the
1
~oa ie Jerry Goodbody
. .
m h. f.
. a Junior the officials called
is irst season as a Vike 2: 54 of the game,
skater, to lower his goals against Lawrence's 7-3 tr~
;;;rgagel to a very respectable
TheVikesen
.
oa s per game. Goodbod ,
won-lost record is 2_1.
Y s College again
of their hom
Lawrence took control of the Game time ii
game_ Saturday after St. Norbert at Jones
left wmg John Dignan had put the Street.

and

Mark Hoffman - Hockey
~_istant . two-way hockey player.
The ~md of hockey we played
was different from Lawrence 's .
Chai~ ~lks '. daily practices and
th~ wmnrng-is-everything'
philosophy was the way it was "
That philosophy seems to hav~
stayed with Mark since he
arri~ed at Lawrence. In his
rookie season Hoffman notched
four goals and seven ass_ists for 11
~omts ; the total he has in only
five games this season .
. W~en asked about the changes
m this season's hockey program

Mark commented, "This year's~
lot IIbetter than last · · . we ,ve
;~a Y. got a great coach <Hank
errian) who knows how to I
hockey".
pay
. The Yikes' star left-wing has
~cored on 30 percent of his shotsn-goal. In reference to th ·
Ho~fman praised his linemat~!
~~owleJh: experience
and
with th! gamed from playing
Cohen) .. ;a!11e center (Curt
.
e re passing a lot
more than last year; this co
from playing together and b rr_ies
mare r~Iaxed playing hock:1~~
Mark IS currently on a scorrn .
st~eak , averaging a healthy 2 ~
po1~ts per game. If h
.
maintain h ·
e were to
would finish isth pace , Hoffman
e season with
record 35 points "Th ' .
a
cry from high s~hool Is istha. f~r
Lawrence".
· · · 1s 1s
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